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<Y' To Begin CDA Announces Plans
Fund Drive
On Campus For This Year's Rat Hop
The sixty-first opening of Clemson College has passed
and we seem to be off to a good beginning. Students have
made the change from temporary living and dining faciliJunior Staff Loving Cup, Other Prizes
ties to the excellent new ones in a most commendable manner. Within a few weeks the new dormitories should be
Selected By Will Be Given Rat Queen
completed and then students will not lack splendid condiThe Central Dance Associations under which to live and study.
CDA
for
'54
tion
has announced further
Professors Kelly
The Freshman Counseling Program has been estab-

Open Letter From
Doctor R. F. Poole

lished for the purpose of helping the students in many ways.
Every freshman is expected to attend the scheduled meetings and is urged to make his needs and problems known to
the professor to whom he is assigned for counseling. Not
only the Counselors but other members of the faculty are
interested and I hope all students will let their professors
help them with their problems.
I am pleased to note the interest of upperclassmen in
helping freshmen overcome homesickness and in directing
them in matters of class attendance. In recent days several freshmen who wanted discharges were told to make an
earnest effort to remain in college and later returned to my
office to say upperclassmen had persuaded them to stay at
Clemson.
I know it is discouraging to those freshmen required to
take remedial work in English and mathematics but they
need not consider the time lost. Remedial work is given by
our most able and understanding professors and may prove
a valuable foundation upon which a satisfactory scholastic
record may be built.
With the determination to succeed firmly established,
every student should be able to find the time and help essential for reaching his goal.
R. F. Poole, President

Freshmen Orientation Program
To Continue Through Semester

Clemson's YMCA is askings students to contribute to its membership drive for 1954-55. Funds are
needed for the work of the "Y"
here at Clemson and throughout
the country.
Each student is requested to
contribute at least one dollar to
the YMCA program. Every dollar will be spent as follows.
Ten cents goes to the National
and Southern Regional Student
YMCA work. This provides for
the maintenance of national and
area offices and the sponsoring of
national and regional conferences.
Ten cents goes to the world
service program of the YMCA in
other lands. This program makes
possible work with boys and
young men by trained leaders who
are sent to foreign countries. A
Clemson graduate, William E.
Hines, is at present the executive
secretary of the YMCA in Hong
Kong.
Ten cents is spent for the
work of the YMCA in the Carolinas. Trained leaders are
made available to help with
Hi-Y and Tri-Hi-Y groups. Interstate Conferences are sponsored and men's conferences
are held semi-annually at Kannapolis and Blue Ridge.
Fifteen cents goes to, the International Student Service Fund,
which is used «tb #id needy students in other countries. Some of
these students,:bave been.sent to
school, some •fiave been given additional training; some have been
provided with medical care, and
others have been furnished books
and supplies.
Five cents goes to the World
Student Federation. This is a
group of representatives from alContinued on Page (6)

The Central Dance Association
has announced the selection of
sixteen members of the Junior
Class to serve on the Junior Staff
of the CDA for the coming year.
The new members will assume
their duties for the first dance to
be held October 1 and 2.
The new members are: Wes
Summers, architectural engineering major of Orangeburg;
Lynn Hendricks, textile engineering major of Columbia;
Carl Pate, textile manufacturing major of Bennettsville; Allan Mason, civil engineering
major of Greenville; Powers
McElveen, architecture major
of Columbia; Ralph Cureton,
textile engineering • major of
Columbia; Bruce Cannon, civil
engineering major of Clemson;
Connie Faucette, arts and
science major of Columbia.
Also, Munford Fuller, architecture major of Florence; Buddy
Parker, architecture major of
Spartanburg; A. B. Blanton, textile manufacturing major of For
est City, N. C; Marion Sams, ag<
ricultural engineering major of
Walterboro; Sid Miller, civil en
Walterboro; Frank Anderson, arts
and science major of Clemson
Eugene Salter, civil engineering
major of Walterboro; Bill Richardardsoh, textile engineering major
of Greenville, and Roger Yike,
arts and science major of Atlanta,
Ga.

plans for the Rat Hop which
will be held in the Field
House Friday and Saturday
Two Clemson mathematics pro- nights, October 1 arid 2.

And Johnson
Write Textbook

sociate professor of mathematics,
and Ralph B. Johnson, assistant
professor of mathematics, have
prepared this text in use for the
first time this semester at Clemson.
The new book is the result of
a year of research and conferences with the faculty of the
School of Agriculture and two
years of actual writing. It contains many problems on the
freshman level taken from a
large number accumulated by
the authors. Much of the formal development and rigor usually contained in mathematics
texts has been omitted.
Three sections of freshmen majoring in agriculture are now using the book in an effort to prove
its worth and find need for possible revisions. After this test
period Kelly and Johnson hope to
place it on the market for adoption by other institutions offering
agricultural majors.
The manual was lithoprinted
Continued on Page (5)

Dr. H. M. Brown, Dean of the
Clemson College Textile School,
Professor Joseph Lindsay, Jr.,
Head of the Textile Chemistry
Department, and Dr. Edward A.
Murray, research assistant and
consultant, are attending the National Convention of the American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists. This meeting
is being held at the Biltmdre Hotel, Atlanta, Georgia, September
15th through 18th.
Dr. Murray will present the Intersectional Contest Paper for the
Piedmont section of the AATCC
on the Effect of Various Softeners
On a Resin Treated Viscose Rayon Fabric.

Class Meetings
Set For Tuesday
Allston Mitchell, president of
the student body, has announced
that all classes will hold class
meetings during the regular drill
period on Tuesday, September 28.
The Freshman Class will meet
to nominate candidates to fill all
of the offices of the Freshman
Class.
The Sophomore Class will nominate candidates to fill vacancies
left by boys not returning to
school. They will also discuss a
class project for this year.
The Junior Class will discuss
plans for raising money for the
Junior-Senior Banquet and also
nominate candidates for vacant
posts in the student representatives.
The place for each class to meet
will be announced at a later
Framp Harper, regimental chap date.
lain, was elected president of the
Senior Class in elections held
Tuesday, September 20. .
He received 70 votes, nearly
half of the total number of ballots cast in the election. Harper
defeated Ferdie Allsbrook and
Cecil Kirby, each of whom reThe Clemson Aero Club met
ceived 43 votes.
in Riggs Hall last Thursday night,
In addition to the Senior Class
September 17, for their first" meetpresident, two Senior Class rep- ing of the year. The lowering of
resentatives were elected Tues- entrance requirements was disday.
cussed.
They were John Gasque and
Walter Hendricks. Gasque re- Several new members were
ceived 89 votes and Hendricks re- present at the meeting. Any other
ceived 90, to defeat Richard Co- student interested in flying is
ker, with 74 votes, and Richard invited to attend the club meetings, which will be announced
Whitlock, with 52 votes.
Although elections for Senior later.
Class officers were held at the The Aero Club is seeking the
end of last year, it was necessary aid of a qualified flying instructo have another election because tor. Any person interested in
several of the men elected did not the job should contact Bill Jefferies, Box 1163, Clemson.
return to school this semester.

Queen.
Another will be the arrangement of the Field House in Cabaret style. Tables will be set
along two sides of the dance floor
and will be decorated.
Fourth Barracks will be vacated and used to house student
dates. The cost will be $1.00 for
both Friday and Saturday night.
There will be chaperones on duty
at all times.
Tickets for the dances will go
on sale beginning Monday in the
dining hall. Block tickets will cost
$4.00. Tickets for the Friday
night dance will be $2.50, while
the tickets for Saturday night
will be $2.00.
The dress for the Friday night
formal will be the Class "C" uni
form for freshmen and sopho
mores. Juniors and Seniors may
wear the uniform, tuxedos, or
white dinner jackets. Dress for
the Saturday night dance will be
informal.

Aero Club Holds
Meet, Oct. 17th

J. B. Howell, Miss Schaap
Accept Library Positions
The Clemson College Library has announced the addition of two new members to its staff. Mr. John B. Lowell,
Jr., has been appointed circulation librarian and Miss Mary
Elaine Schaap has been appointed documents librarian.

Mr. Howell succeeds Mrs.
Kathryn D. Ryals, who has resigned to accept a library position with the Pickens High School
at Pickens, S. C.
Mr. Howell was born and rearThe American Institute of Eleced in Greenville, South Carolina.
trical Engineers will hold its ini- He attended Furman University,
tial meeting of the year on Tues- where he graduated in 1945.
day, the 28th of September. The
His professional academic trainprogram will be given by the ex- ing includes a B.A. degree in liecutive committee. All electrical brary science from Emory Uniengineering students with junior versity in 1946 and an M.S. degree
in library science from the Unistanding are invited to attend.
versity of Illinois in 1954. The
The AIEE is embarking upon a subject of his M.S. thesis was
correlated series of programs this "Engineering publications; their
year which are engineered to variety and their use."
His library experience covers a
draw more interest from the students. The organization is look- wide range. The positions held
ing forward to an interesting by Mr. Howell include those of
order librarian, Emory Univerand fruitful year.
sity, 1946-51; acting assistant librarian, Furman University, 195152; circulation assistant, University of Illinois, 1952-53; and reference librarian, V. P. I., 1953-54.
In addition, he is a member "of
the Southeastern Library Association.
The Clemson College Glee This wide variety of experience
Club began rehearsals Monday makes Mr. Howell a valuable adwith the largest starting group in dition to the Clemson College Lithe history of the club. Approx- brary staff.
Miss Schaap succeeds Mrs. Saimately 100 boys turned out for
rah Lander as documents librathe opening period.
THE CONFERENCE ROOM
During the session, candidates rian.
Miss Schaap received an A.B.
for the club were separated into
groups according to their voices, degree with a major in library
with groups of bass, baritone, first science from Winthrop College in
and second tenors being formed. June of this year. She worked
Following this selection, the in the periodical department as a
group was reassembled and sang student assistant (Carnegie Lithree songs: "The Walls of Jeri- brary) while attending college.
cho," the "Clemson Alma Mater" She was a member of the International Relations Club for three
and' "The Blue-Tail Fly."
years.
dent meeting rooms; three conPresident of the Glee Club is
ference rooms; and an air-con- Hugh Atkins. Berkly Ruiz is the
ditioned board room. The top vice-president, and John Sinclair
level will house offices for the is the publicity chairman.
student newspaper and yearSaturday, September 25, is the
book, a photographic studio and
deadline for students to add
ditioned canteen, containing more darkrooms, and three meeting
courses for this semester. Stuthan 4000 square feet of floor rooms.
dents should secure add cards
space, will provide a place for
at the Registrar's Office not
In the basement, though not
students to relax and obtain light
later than September 24 in oractually
in
the
activities
center,
refreshments. It will be operated
der to complete the procedure
The
Baptist
Student
Union
Cabare more facilities which will be
by the Athletic Association.
by noon Saturday.
inet
of
Training
Union
Presidents
The level containing the stu- used in conjunction with it. These
October 9 is the last day on
met
on
Monday
night
to
plan
the
dent lounge will be air-condition- are the student postoffice which
ed. In addition to the 3000 square will contain boxes for all dormi- details for BSU Wednesday night which a student can drop a
subject without having the drop
foot lounge there will be two tory students and will alleviate a programs. A long-range plan of
music rooms, a faculty lounge, terribly crowded situation which programs for the entire year was posted on his record. Subjects
rest rooms and public relations has existed at the downtown post- discussed and scheduled by the dropped after that date will be
recorded as "WP—Withdraw
and alumni offices. The lounges office for some time; a band prac presidents.
Passing" or "WF—Withdrew
Next
week
the
topic
for
disand music rooms will be fitted tice room; and mailing rooms for
cussion will be "Five Great Gifts Failing.
with television, radio-phonographs student publications.
Students are also reminded
of Christianity."
and a studio piano.
The addition of this activities
that on September 25 no inOn
the
following
Wednesday
The next level will hold a center to the modern dormitories,
spection will be held from 8 to
student chapel complete with dining room^nd Wtchenwm"givej night a movie entitled ^'Missionwill be 9 and all classes will meet one
Clemson
some
of
the
best
student|
ary
to
Walkers
Garage"
seats for one hundred persons,
hour earlier than usual.
altar and an organ; five stu- housing facilities in the nation. shown.

AlEEToHold
First Meeting

Block And Bridle
Club Holds First
Meeting Of Year
The Clemson Block and Bridle
club held its first meeting of the
semester on Tuesday, September
21, at 6:15 p. m.
Professor D. L. Hanlon, the new
professor in the animal husbandry department, gave a short talk
on his plans for a livestock judging team which is to be organized in the near future.
A financial report was made
by the club treasurer, T. E. Hayden.
Plans were made for prospectixe new members to be initiated
into the club. All persons who
are interested in becoming a
member of the club and are in
terested in animal husbandry are
asked to be 'present at the next
meeting, which is to be held at
6:15 on September 28 in Room 12,
Dairy Building.

Radio Club To
Hold Meeting
On Tuesday
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Harper Elected
fessors have answered the long- Several new features have been President Of
felt need for an algebra text on added to the dances this year. One
the college level especially de- is the awarding of a silver loving
signed for freshmen majoring in
Senior Class
agriculture. Louis G. Kelly, as- cup and other prizes to the Rat

All freshmen who entered in June and September are
Required to meet the Orientation Assemblies at 4 p. m. on
Wednesday afternoon throughout the first semester. As indicated in the schedule listed below, these assemblies will
be held on the respective dates in the College Auditorium, in
fuditoriums or other meeting places for the major schools,
and with counselors. Be on time for these meetings with
your attendance stub filled out in advance.

Three Professors
Attend Textile
Chemists Meet

College Newspaper

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1954

Circulation 5,000

Any freshman who entered in
June or September who has not
been assigned to a counselor, who
needs attendance stubs for filling
out in advance of these meetings,
or who needs help in locating the
place of meeting for his school or
with his counselor should report
to the Registrar's Office at the
first vacant period on his weekly
schedule.
Schedule of meetings, date, time
and place: Sept. 22, 4 p. m, designated meeting place for Major
scool; Sept. 29, 4 p. m., place designated by. counselor; Oct. 6, 4 p.
m., College Auditorium; Oct. 13,
4 p. m., place designated by counselor; Oct. 20, no meeting, State
Fair Holiday; Oct. 27, 4 p. m.,
College Auditorium; Nov. 3, 4 p.
m., designated meeting place for
major scool; No. 10, 4 p. m., Designated meeting place for major
school; Nov. 17, 4 p. m., place
designated by counselor; Nov. 24,
no meeting, Thanksgiving Holiday; Dec. 1, 4 p. m., place designated by counselor; Dec. 8, 4 p.
m.,designated meeting place for
major school; Dec. 15, 4 p. m.,
Callege Auditorium; Jan. 5, 4 p.
m., College Auditorium; Jan. 12,
4 p. m., place designated by
counselor; Jan. 19, 4 p. m., place
designated by counselor.
Places designated for meeting
by major scools:
Agriculture, Agricultural Audi
torium; Arts and Sciences, Room
118, Chemistry; Chemistry, Room
205 Chemistry; Education, Room
200 Education; Engineering, Room
1 Chemistry; Textiles, Auditorium.

South Carolina's Oldest

Glee Club Opens
Rehearsals To
A Hundred Men

THE LOGGIA

Clemson Student Activities Center
Will Be Completed Next Month

The Clemson Amateur Radio
Club will hold its first meeting
next Tuesday night, September
28, in the basement of band barracks, at seven o'clock.
The purpose of the meeting is
the election of officers and the reorganization of the club. All amateur radio operators and students interested in radio operation are invited to attend the
meeting.
Work is progressing on the new student activities center
The Amateur Radio Club makes here, which when completed sometime next month, will
available to members the broadcasting and receiving facilities at give Clemson students facilities and services never before
Greenville.
Clemson.
known on the campus.
The main entrance of the cenLocated towards the middle of
ter will be through a large open
the front, wing of the dormitory
project the center will have four loggia at ground level. In this
There will be a meeting of floors and a basement. In keep- loggia will be located an information center through which
the Chester County Club Tues- ing with its architectural charac- students living in the dormiter it will be furnished with conday, September 28, at 6:00 p. temporary furniture by some of tories may be located, an airm. The meeting will be held the country's leading designers conditioned public lounge with
adjoining powder room and
in the auditorium of the Edu- and manufacturers. Along with toilets, and a barber shop.
the rest of the huge dormitory
cation Building'. Football mo- project it was designed by the
Stairs will ge up from the logvies will be shown. All men architectural firm of Lyles, Bis- gia to the student lounge and
sett, Carlisle and Wolff of Co- down to the main student dining
from Chester Connty are urged lumbia and is being built by the room (not a part Of the center)
Daniel Construction Company of and the canteen. This air-conto attend.

Center Will Contain Student Lounge
Canteen, Post Office And Offices

NOTICE

Remember The Rat Hop

NOTICE

BSU Cabinet
Plans Programs
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DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Let's Change The Nome
To Clemson University
f LEMSON UNIVERSITY! How does that sound to you?
Actually that is what Clemson Agricultural College is—
only the name needs changing.

Have You An Opinion? Express It
Athens, Georgia, Here We Come;

SENIOR

PRML£&€$

By Lawrence Starkey

?

I believe I had more comment on the
column I wrote last week than ever before
—particularly the section
concerning
changing the name of Clemson^from "college" to "university". Some agreed with
my line of reasoning, but one friend of mine
stated that I was too free to express my
opinion. Perhaps I am.

Clemson is at present organized like a university. It
has the requirements—Clemson offers graduate work and
has a fine liberal arts school.

That is all that is necessary

to turn a college into a university.
Let's get down to the basic reasons. Why should Clemson Agricultural College change its name to Clemson Uni-

However, people are usually for something or against it. I rather lose respect for
a person who never has an opinion of his
*
own, and think even less of one who has
one, but is afraid to express it. Very little has ever been accomplished by taking
a middle-of-the-road stand on all controversial issues.

versity?
Along with the agricultural school, Clemson has very
highly recognized schools in Textiles and Engineering.
These two schools, as well as the Agricultural school stand
up with the best in the world.

Check the records; there are

many more students enrolled in Textiles and Engineering
than in Agriculture, yet a graduate in these schools receives

GEORGIA ON MY MIND

the same diploma as the Agricultural students. Up at the

"Are you going down to Athens this
week-end?" That seems to be the most
popular
question on the campus this week.
P.
Vm glad to say that everyone I've asked
has given an affirmative answer.

top of this diploma in large type is Clemson Agricultural
College.

I
)

The argument against changing the name has come up
that in Thomas G. Clemson's will it states: "The name of

Yes, the city of Athens, Georgia, should
really be saturated with that ole Clemson
spirit this Saturday. The administration
has consented to move classes up one hour.
This will allow even those who have very
late Saturday morning classes to make it to
Athens by game time.

this institution shall be, 'Clemson Agricultural College of
South Carolina'."
with.

This problem can be very easily coped

There could be a Clemson Agricultural College with-

in the Clemson University System. In the same manner,
there could be the College of Engineering and the College
of Textiles.

TALK OF THE TOWN

The other major schools could be titled simi-

Clemson's Little Dust Bowl
There has been much talk about Clemson enrolling wo- Again; Look At The Rifles, Will Ya
men students in the very, very near future. This is all the
larly.

more reason for changing the name of the school.
Then of course there is the matter of prestige. Think
for a minute, which sounds better—Clemson Agricultural
College or Clemson University? The multi-million dollar
building program has of course raised Clemson in the eyes
of the nation. Clemson University would push us up another not^h.
The opinion of the students at Clemson will hold a lot
of weight either way. The first step, however, is talking
the change and getting it before the public. It is your privilege to write letters to Tom and express your opinion on
the matter.

TIGER Subscription
It is time to renew your TIGER subscription for the
school year 1954-55.

Fill out the following and send with

$2.00 to The Tiger, Box 269, Clemson, S. C.

NAME

STREET, BOX or RFD

CITY

The
"He Roars For

.STATE

Tiger
Clemson A A M"

Member South Carolina Collegiate Press Association.
Member of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the
school year by students of Clemson College.

THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim
The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and genera] attitude of those «ho read it

Joe McCown

DUST GETS IN YOUR EYES
The building project at Clemson is a fine
thing. It has given us new dormitories,
new buildings, a new dining hall, and—
DUST. Now, I like to sleep in a nice room,
go to classes in a new building, and look at
a new dining hall, but for some odd reason,
I've come to the conclusion that I could
live, and breathe, just as well without our
old friend dust traveling along with me.
Dust, in its place, may be a fine thing, but
Clemson just isn't that place. If the powers that b'e, could have the sprinkler truck
continue to wet down the areas around the
new barracks, the dust problem would not
be as great as it is at the present time. If
they don't, the troops can sit in their rooms,
taking Mother McGee's Home Hayfever
Remedy, and wave to the countryside as it
sails by.
RIFLE, RIFLE, WHO'S GOT—?
Rat, sophomore, junior, senior. They're
all in the same boat, because of a new ruling handed down just the other day that all
men enrolled in the ROTC program at
Clemson must carry rifles. The only exceptions to this rule are officers, first sergeants,
supply sergeants, and a few others of the
top brass. For some strange reason, the
new ruling was not greeted with unanimous enthusiasm by certain groups affected by the ruling. In fact, I fear that a few
groans and maybe a little mild cussing
might have been heard by a bystander. Of
course, it probably can't be argued that it
is important for the men to learn as much
as they can about anything that has to do
with the military in order that they may be
better prepared for their sojourn in the
realms of the army, and if carrying a little
9.5 pound beauty improves their brains,
then let 'em carry it. The other side of

the question of whether to carry or not to
carry a rifle involves the old story of class
privileges. The only trouble is that class
or no class, it looks like the rifle is here to
stay.
There is only one thing certain to result
from this ruling. That is that the rank^of
second lieutenant will become more and
more popular as time goes on. The answer
to the question of "rifle, rifle, who's got the
rible" is, WE ALL GOT 'EM.
RODENT HOP
Gather 'round, folks, and listen to the
lecture on the need of the CDA. Like everyone else, the CDA is short of cash. Unlike everyone else, they aren't blaming the
drought, Wall Street, or the Republican
Party. They are, however, in a position to
be able to blame the student body.
The Students of Clemson have never furnished the CDA with more than luke-warm
support at the dances, so the CDA has been
placed in the unenviable position of losing
money on their dances. Since it takes a lot
of cash to be able to hire a hot dance band,
and also since the CDA till is not noticeably overloaded, the Rat Hop must make
money, if Clemson is to be visited later in
the year by the better orchestras of the
country. So, it is directly up to the students of Clemson as to what type of bands
will visit here.
If the Rat Hop makes
money, we'll get the best.
If not, we may get the Elvira Snodgrass
Hillbilly Band to play for our big dances
later in the year.
The CDA has taken a lot of trouble to
make this dance attractive to the students.
It will be cabaret style, with tables for
drinking (cokes). Also, prizes will be given at the dance. So bring your dates on up
and make a big week-end of it.

A Word To The Wise

The announcement was made that special buses are to be scheduled for those who
wish them. The price of a student ticket
is only $1.00. That won't make too big a
hole in any Country Gentleman's pocketbook. So, we'll see everyone in Georgia!
GONE ARE THE DAYS
...
f
The other day, the announcement was
made that freshmen will no longer shine
the shoes of upperclassmen as part of their
"Rat" service. At. face value, this statement doesn't seem so revolutionary.
Most upperclassmen don't require their
"Rats" to shine their shoes, anyway. • Some
are pushing for rank and had rather shine
their own. I heard the other day that not
until five years ago were freshmen obligated to perform this duty.
However, we have a tendency to read between the lines, to look behind the scenes,
and to dig deeper into the situation. Questions begin to haunt our minds. Could this
be the first step toward abolishing rat service?
ORCHIDS TO ADMINISTRATION
Someone needs to be congratulated! I
noticed today how fine and spacious the
new- student parking lot by the Field House
is. It's certainly going to be an asset to

Yesterday in front of the Main Building,
I saw eight cars with little pink slips on
them. The number seems out of proportion. However, with steps of progress like
this, our parking problem will soon be at a
minimum.
IT'S GETING CROWDED!
In one of my classes this past week, the
professor called our attention to an article
in the September 6 issue of The U. S. News
and World Report. This article brought
our attention to the fact 'that the colleges
and universities all over the nation are beginning to reach their capacity enrollment.
Harvard University turned away 2450
students this fall. Yale turned away 3000,
and Cornell, 5600. In the South, Georgia
Tech was forced to shut the doors on 1000
whom they were unable to accommodate.
By 1960, when the babies of World War
II Veterans are of college age, this situation is expected to exist in all of the major
universities.
Tuitions and* other college expenses are
gradually rising. It is extimated that at a
typical low-cost college it costs the student
approximately $1070 to attend for a school
year, while at the high-cost private universities the average expense is $1,970.
It
would seem that the average family could
not afford to send a son or daughter to college. However, more and more scholarships and loan funds are being appropriated. For instance, at the moment, I know
of students at Cornell, Princeton, Harvard,
and Duke who are all on scholarships.
At any rate, if proper steps are not taken,
students five years from now with merits
equal to our own, may be denied a college
education.
A REMINDER
I would like to take this opportunity to
remind the students to be sure and take an
active part in your campus activities. All
of the organizations on the campus need
your support and help to do their jobs well.
It is not possible for you to take part in all
campus activities but the ones that you do
take part in—support to the fulelst.
Also remember that the TIGER has a
column called Letters to Tom Clemson. If
there is ever anything that you want to
write about and let your opinion be known,
this is the place to do'it. Nothing can be
done by way of improvements unless you,
the students, express your views. So take
advantage of this column to let us know
what you think of your school.

-:- DISCO-PA-TION -:By Mack McDaniel
The first part of this column is
directed mainly to the Freshman
class. You have heard about the
many musical organizations on the
campus. One that has been seriously neglected is band company.

I would advise any freshman
who can play a musical instrument to contact Mr. Lovett about
WAYNE DAVIS, Assistant Cadet Chaplain
joining the band. Band company
is similar to any other company on
Most of the statements flying about the lished with a "hands off" attitude. Those the regiment except that there is
campus these days are that we are glad to men who have had their names carved on a stronger atmosphere of friendthe unwritten honor roll of character and ship and co-operation.
be back in the swing of things, or that it

integrity were not ashamed to stand up and
is good to be back in the same old rut. There be counted. What is your position?
If
are times when it is advantageous to get in the fish jumps out on the bank he's a goner
a rut. On a muddy road it is a good policy, for sure.
Frank Anderson, Roger Yike
in
most cases, to find a well worn path and
What then is there for us to do? SupCo-Editors
follow
it.
However,
to
get
in
a
rut
or
pose
we adopt the pattern of the master
Dick Edgeworth
Joe McCown
Lawrence Starkey
crevice
on
a
main
highway
brings
its
own
plan
of
life. Our lives take on new meanBusiness Manager
Managing Editor
Associate Editor
damaging
results.
Yes,
even
here
at
Cleming
and
purpose when we are headed in
Charles Sanders
Lewis Cromer
Frankie Martin
News Editor
Sports Editor
son there are a number of paths to choose. the right direction. Yes, be a transformist.
Photographer
No one stands over us to tell us which path Not a trouble maker or a revolutionist, but
Skeet King
Bill Binnicker
Ted Pappas
Advertising Manager Circulation Mgr.
Cartoonist
to take, or to sympathize with us when we always in the center of life's activities exget in the wrong rut. Yes, in most cases erting a positive influence. Nothing is more
the apron strings have been cut.
inspiring than to see a person, as our imagThere are a number of attitudes for us inative fish, accepting the challenging swiftJohn D. Lane
Faculty Adviser
to take. Maybe we have already said that ness of the current about him and transJohn W. Califf
Clemson News Bureau the pattern of conform is the best. Just
forming it into a path of service.
Brent Breedin _
Athletic Publicity simply saying or acting in such a way as to
The Apostle Paul could not have been
indicate that "we don't care which way the familiar with Clemson, but he was familiar
Box 269, Clemson, S. C
with the needs for transformed living. He
Office Phone 6221 wind blows." Any old fish can swim downstream!
is far better qualified than I and his words
Another
harmful
attitude
would
be
to
go something like this: ".. . be not conformEntered As Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, & C
separate ourselves from the conditions ed to this world: but be ye transformed by
Subscription Rate
.
__^ j2.ot
around us.
A few would even use the the renewing of your mind, that ye may
Church as an excuse to escape from their _ prove what is that good, and acceptable,
Represented by National Advertising Service
420 Madison Ave.. New York. N T.
responsibilities. No task is ever accomp- and perfect, will of God."

our parking problem.

The band plays at many of the
out-of-town games and the members are transported on special
chartered buses. The company is
located in Sixth Barracks and a
member of the band will remain
in the same barracks with the
same group of friends for his
complete stay at Clemson. That
in itself should be incentive
enough for anyone to join.

in the popular vein is doing a good the listening public. Doln The
job on Sh Boom. They are known Mambo also fits the same description.
as the Crew Cuts.
A few days ago, a friend of
mine lit into me with the following words, "Why don't you ever
mention any of the old prewar
bandleaders and Dixieland stars."
I guess that he was right about
my neglecting them. We lovers
of the modern jazz style usually
think of them as being a little
square but we lose sight of the
fact that those early "greats'
were the ones who started the
idea of jazz. The center of this
style of music was in New Orleans. The "Basin Street" in New
York City is now one of the centers.

One peculiarity of the modern
jazz field is the presence of a
large number of good women
pianists. Marian McPortland and
Mary Lou Williams are both very
The concert series this year is fine musicians.
really a wonderful program. We
Louis Armstrong has recorded
will have an opportunity to hear
a version of The Whiffenpoof
some of the world's finest artists.
Song in a very unusual manner.
For those of you who do not The Down Beat jazz review comunderstand this type of music or mented by saying, "New lyrics
have never been able to hear it, will delight the Dixielanders, anit will be a great opportunity for noy modernist musicians and their
you to become acquainted with followers, and sell a lot of copies
the classics.
of the record."
Three Coins In The Fountain is
Fernando's Hideaway is quite
still going strong. Frank Sinar- different from the average poputa's version is certainly far ahead lar best seller, but it is going over
of the Four Aces.
quite well. Something new and
One of the up and coming groups different is always welcomed by

Little Things Mean A Lot will
still be played for many more
weeks to come. We'll also be
hearing If You Love Me, Really
Love Me for quite a while yet.
The Ray Anthony Corporation
is really pushing ahead with their
many recordings and the ownership of the Billy May group.
The Dorsey brothers have been
in the spotlight for the past few
months, with their television show.
The program was billed as "a production of the Jackie Gleason Enterprises."
Columbia Record Company has
finally entered the race in the
jazz field. The many artists on
their disks include Duke Ellington, Louis' Armstrong, Bessie
Smith, and Bix Beiderbecke. Dave
Brubeck has a new Columbia album called Jazz Goes To College.
Columbia has also released a Iiberace album with his autographed picture on the cover. If that
album sells well, I'll completely
lose faith in the American public.
The large western cities have
reported a boom in Latin rhythms.
The Mambo is becoming a very
popular dance.
Well, here's to a big weekend in
Georgia with plenty of music and
a gay time for all.
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Student Publications
Have No Censorship
Faculty Advisor Of
TIGER Explains Policy

Alumni Plan
Festivities For
Maryland Game

By Professor John Lane,
Faculty Advisor for Publications staff with men of specified class
Clemson alumni and members
We have no real censorship of standing. Clemson men are draftcollege publications at Clemson— ed; they also volunteer for action. of the South Carolina Society in
the nation's capital will entertain
just an understanding: "You can They go to war.
South Carolinians attending the
write anything you please in a
Sometimes called the "One- Clemson-Maryland football .game
college publication—Once!"
Man School of Journalism," I with a cocktail dance and lunchIt was the late President Enoch have for years taught a class eon prior to the game at College
Walter Sikes who finally came up thai meets once a week on Mon- Park, Maryland, Nov. 13.
with this particular statement and days at four o'clock. The course
The officers and Board of Directors of the ClemRuth Gage, vice chairman; Trescott Hinton,
The announcement of plans for
voiced it to Harry S. Ashmore, calls for no preparation, and is
son Community Council discuss plans for the
chairman; Ernest DeFore, board of directors;
then editor of the college weekly designed for students on staffs qf the gala affair was made jointly
"All In One Package" fund drive to be held in
and Norbert Goebel, board of directors. Ruth
newspaper, later a Nieman Fel- six major college publications. by Clayton Gasque of Conwav,
the near future. (L. to R.) "Brownie" StevenMiller, secretary, was out of town when the
president
of
the
society,
and
low at Harvard, and now editor This keeps me 'in touch with memson, treasurer; Henry Barre, board of directors;
picture was made.
John
D.
Rush
of
Camden,
presiof the Little Rock, Arkansas, bers of the various staffs and dent of the alumni club.
Gazette,
affords an opportunity to teach
The dance, scheduled to begin
Whatever tne implied penalty the ABC's of journalism.
at 8 p. m., Nov. 12, will be atop
of this Sword-of-Damocles-like
After twenty-nine years in the
equivocation, it was never im role of faculty adviser I have ar- the Willard Hotel on the Wilposed by Dr. Sikes. Perhaps he rived at some conclusions. No lard's famed roof garden. One
really thought as President R. F paper can rise above the calibre, of Washington's top 15-piece orCLEMSON—Many persons both
Poole thinks today, that "men stature, integrity of its editor who chestras will furnish the music. men and women living within
The Officers and Board of Directors of the Clemson
The luncheon will be in the Col—OSCAR SAYS—
that we are becoming more may rise on stepping-stones of should assume responsibility for leg Park cafeteria at 11:30 a. m., commuting distance of Clemson, Community Council met recently to make preliminary plani
that the Sr. Pvts. are going* to aware that Gene Ware needs an- their dead selves, to higher the total quality of his paper. If on the day of the game.
but who cannot be full-time grad
uate or undergraduate students for the 1955 "one package" drive for funds in the Clemson
look real sharp carrying rifles other' diamond so he can have things," for Dr. Poole states it a boy has the best interest of his
College
Park
is
located
approxsimply but effectively: "We are Alma Mater at heart, has talents
this year. You no-bodies are no some reason to act the way he here to make, not break men."
imately 20 miles above, Washing- will, doubtless, be interested in area, setting the week of October 31-November 6 as the data
and
virtues
which
he
devotes
to
the
ton.
Transportation to "the lunch- afternoon or Saturday morning for the annual campaign.
better than the Rats now.
does.
And Dr. Poole has lived to see cause of journalism, and makes
eon
and
game will be furnished courses at Clemson this semester.
Included in the package will
students
profit
by
their
mistakes.
In the main the classes are af—OSCAR SAYS—
no
mistakes
with
venom
in
'em
—OSCAR SAYS—
by the alumni club and the soLocal Welfare—Frank Sharp,
Back of all thus is the story of he deserves an uncensored outlet ciety from the Willard Hotel.
ter 3 p. m. or 4 p. m., or after 8 be the Clemson Parent Teachers
that if the football team doesn't
on Saturday mornings. All are, Organization, Clemson Boy Chairman, Mrs. A. E. Scilletter,
Orchids to Dick (I don't need a struggle to train men to should- for his intellectual powers. With
This is the second dance and
Scouts, Clemson Girl Scouts, Ne- Dick Crowther.
do better against Georgia we are anybody) Sullivan for " finally er responsibilities, to discriminate
professional irresponsibility in ev- luncheon to be sponsored by the regular college courses and con- gro Youth Center, Association for
poing to fumble away our scheBooks for Children—Jack Wiltinue through the semester which
among
relative
value,
to
recognize
idence
among
top
level
journalwaking up and speaking to somealumni and society in Washington ends the last of January, 1955.
dule.
the Development of the Clemson liams, Chairman, Mrs. W. P. Law,
the
first
rate
and
develop
a
strong
ists of our time because of presbody.
Public school teachers have tak- Negro Communities, Local Wel- Mrs. Walter Ball.
preference, if not reverence, for sure from above themselves, it for South Carolina football fans.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Two years ago they sponsored en courses under similar plans for fare, Books for Children, and sevCouncil Expense—J. B. Cooper,
—OSCAR SAYS—
superior values.
is
up
to
institutions
of
higher
that Watt Smith ought to get his
Chairman, J.' H. Lever, Jr., John
I am literally a faculty advisor learning to produce men of re- another dance and luncheon for a number of years; and some have eral national associations.
the Clemson r Maryland game. earned the B. S. or the M. S. dethat Mac (I go for Anderson for student publications at this
Budget requests for allotment LaGrone.
nose out of the air and quit acting
like an inflated donkey. We know girls) Chapman really had a dar- institution. Each major publica- sponsibility and ability, or where Both were attended by hundreds gree by taking some of their work of funds have been received and
Several ideas for publicity in
you've come a long way from rat ling date at the game. What's the tion has its advisory board, which else shall they .come from? A of South Carolinians who came this way; but more courses are are now being studied by the the downtown section have been
sergeant, but to the troops you're matter scared to let anybody see is responsible for content. What paper censored'by a faculty mem- from the state and by state na- offered this semester than usual Budget and Finance Committee. mentioned as well as the use of
ber is not a student paper, serves tives living in the Washington and; doubtless, persons employed Since the activities of these or- nearby radio and television faciliyou with her?
just as common as ever.
goes into the Tiger, student pub- no purpose than can be justified, area.
in, nearby industries or business ganizations are so varied, the ties. Campaign goals were ex—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
lication, is my responsibility.
admits that authorities do hot
Guest invitations have been plants, or self-employed, may Budget and Finance Committee ceeded in both 1953 and 1954 and
I
have
no
weapon
or
authority
trust students mentally and can- extended to South Carolina's top continue to study as public school has been divided in several sub- council leaders are optimistic over
that if Joe Pate and his little
that Marion (Big Deal) Sams
helpers don't quit hollering and 'had better start flying because except those of reason and per- not teach them to measure up to beauty queens, Miss Miriam Stev- teachers have in the past; and as committees as follows:
the prospects for another successScout Work — Earl Liberty, ful effort.
ordering the troops about some- that cloud he is on above every suasion. Such weapons are not such trustworthiness. As a gen- enson of Greenwood and Winns- many are doing now.
successful
with
all
men.
A
few
eral rule, college men are report- boro and Miss Rankin Suber of
body is going to get floored in one else might fall down very
Since September 25 is the last Chairman, Mrs. William Burton,
have taken advantage of our sys- ed lacking in judgment, and in Columbia and Whitmire.
one brand new dining hall.
soon and crack up.
Miss day for registration, interested Mrs. Ed Rice.
tem and embarrassed us. Some ability to make decisions.
Negro Work—Frank Schirmer,
Stevenson is Miss USA and persons having questions about
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
off my grey hairs are the results
Any course, department or ac- Miss Universe for 1954, and Miss qualifications or courses should Chairman, Mrs. A. E. McKenna,
that Bill (I'm taking over Charthat he (Oscar) wishes he had of things written in the Tiger; tivity of an educational institu- Suber recently won third place contact the director of admissions, Nash Gray.
lie Ferguson's place soon) Turner gone out for the Senior Platoon but there are compensations. tion which cannot demonstrate to in the Miss America contest at Mr. Vickery at the registrar's ofwas trying to impress somebody because everybody he heard of President Poole has had the sat- the student the first-rate is un- Atlantic City, N. J.
fice, telephone 6441 or 6611; or tenance and incidental expenses,
isfaction of seeing men succeed worthy of his position. A muby wearing his uniform to the got in.
Associate Professor Charles V.
Invitations have also been sent even better drop by the office be- are for the 1955-56 academic year.
who might have been given the tual relationship of respect and to Governor James Byrnes, Gov- fore Saturday.
The closing date for applications Wray of the Textile Management
axe by a sterner man than he. confidence between faculty, ad- ernor-elect George Bell TimmerCourses in modern physics, is January 15, 1955. Applicants Department,
Clemson College
His tolerance and understanding
English, government woodwork,
ministration and student editors is man, Jr., Senator Charles E. Dan- welding, ceramics, freehand draw- sould apply directly to the Insti- School of Textiles, has received
of student shortcomings is to a
an example of the first-rate. The iel, and every college president ing, engineering drawing, econom- tute of International Education. his Master of Science Degree from
large degree responsible for our
Basic requirements for the as- the Georgia Institute of TechnolClemson TIGER has had a few in the state.
ic theory, animal husbandry and sistantship awards are: 1, U. S. ogy. His major work was in inmeasure of success. During the
Ail-American
honors,
All-State
Members
of
the
South
Carolina
crops, as well as education, are inpast quarter of a century, I can
dustrial engineering.
honors, and some other honors, congressional delegation are mem- cluded for those with appropriate citizenship; 2. a bachelor's degree
(Author of "Barefoot Boy With Cheok," tie.)
recall only two students who errProfessor Wray received his
from
an
American
college
or
unibers of the society and most of
ed and remained stubbornly un- although we have no, school or de- them are expected to attend the experience and training. Ex- versity by the time of departure; Bachelor of Science Degree from
partment of journalism.
perienced adults may consider ap- 3. a good academic record; 4. Clemson College in 1940 with a
apologetic and unworthy of our
FOOTBALL THROUGH THE AGES
Former editors of the TIGER, festivities.
plying as a special student, not a good knowledge of French; and 5. major in textile engineering. Mr.
system. Both are imitating proHeadquarters for the gala week candidate for a degree, if the good health. Applicants musf be Wray has had practical experi.
The football frenzy is upon us. Bat let us, m the midst of Oils fessional journalists" who later Wright Bryan, Harry Ashmore,
pandemonium, call time. Let as pause for a moment of tranquil atoned for their deliberate vici- George Chaplin (a Neiman Fel- end of festivities will be at the course meets an occupational or unmarried and under tfcirty years ence in supervisory and standlow), are now editors of the At- Willard Hotel, which is located technical need. Since the cost is of age.
*"jfceflection. What is this game called football? What is its history? ousness.
ards positions with the Dan River
Its origins? Its traditions? These are not idle questions, for whm
two blocks from the White House lower and the instruction is less
In addition to the teaching as- Mills of Danville, Virginia, and
Greatest of all compensations lanta JOURNAL, Arkansas GA- on Pennsylvania Avenue.
We have the answers we will appreciate even more fully, enjoy even
By
is the fact that many a trash can ZETTE, New Orleans ITEM, re- writing immediately for room concentrated than in the summer sistantship, the French Govern- the Fulton Bag Company of Atmore deeply, this great American game of football
spectively. Joe Sherman, a forthere may be advantages in part- ment offers a number of gradu- lanta, Georgia, and for several
full of never-printed copy has
mer sports writer, has just ac- reservations, special rates for the time Education in the regular ses- ate fellowships. There are other months was affiliated with a conFirst of all, to call football an American game is somewhat mis* been voluntarily discarded by cepted - directorship of the Na- football fans can be obtained at sion for many.
excellent opportunities for teach- sulting firm.
leading. True, the game is now played almost exclusively in America, students who had the courage and
$7 daily for single rooms and
Next semester begins about the ers of modern European languages
Mr. Wray has been connected
but it comes to us from a land far away and a civilization long dead. horse sense to know that if I tional Collegiate Athletic Bureau. $12.50 for double rooms.
first of February. Prior to that under the Fulbright program. with the Clemson College Textile
Football was first played in ancient Rome. Introduced by Julius could talk them out of running One of our boys, George Moisson,
Clemson PTO — E. J. Lease, Awards are available for graduate School since 1949 and at present
is an editor, another, W. G.
The hotel will be decorated
Caesar, it became one of the most popular Roman sports by the time
T
of Nero's reign. The eminent historian Sigafoos reports a crowd of something, it ought not to be Ashmore, business manager of with Clemson colors. A regis- Chairman, Mrs. J. T. Bregger, study in language and literature is teaching a course in physical
printed.
Otherwise
it
would
folMMCLDDXVIII people at the Colosseum one Saturday afternoon
tration desk will be set up in the Bill Mauldin.
testing and textile management.
low- tha* they had not intelli- the Southern Textile World. Earl hotel lobby for South Carolin- time announcements of courses in Austria, France, Germany, He is faculty advisor for the Texto see the Christians play the Lions.
Italy,
and
Greece.
The
Institute
Mazo,
a
former
editor,
is
with
With the decline of the Roman empire football fell Into disuse, gence enough to stand their
The barbaric Huns and Goths preferred canasta. However, by the ground against reason and per- the HERALD TRIBUNE in New ians to register and obtain infor- for that period, and probably for of International Education will tile School publication, The Bobbin and Beaker.
York. Before my time as advisor, mation and tickets to all of the the 1955 summer will be made, furnish information.
Twelfth Century A.D. football had emerged from its twilight and
festivities.
so that plans may be made for
i risen to its rightful place in the firmament of European pastimes. suasion.
the
late
Ben
Robertson,
author
or
Our of our mutual respect we
| The eminent historian Sigafoos reports that the whole continent
"Red Hill and Cotton", and OctaAdvance reservations on tick- longer periods.
GRAY SHIRTS (REGULATION) AT
was in the grip of wild excitement in the year 1192 when the have been known to collaborate vus Roy Cohen, were educated at ets can be made by writing ClayHeads of departments of inj Crusaders, under Freddie Barbarossa, journeyed all the way to on an editorial on a big issue. I
struction
or
the
registrar's
office
Damascus to play the Saracens in the Fig Bowl game. The Crusaders could count the times on my fin- Clemson under our way of doing ton Gasque, 251 House Office will be glad to receive requests
Building, Washington, D. C.
squeaked through, 23 to 21, on a field goal by Dick Coeur de Lion gers no doubt. The most contro- things.
for assistance in planning.
Dance tickets will be $2 each.
in the closing seconds a' the game.
If my boys and T «an make nonversial
thing
I
ever
helped
the
Faculty members of the school
October 21,1512, will ever remain a red letter day In the history
Gasque
also
announced
comcensorship work better each year,
ALSO GRAY PANTS AND WHITE PANTS
£* football. On that day Leonardo da Vinci, who has often been called editors to write was an editorial we shall nave achieved the best mittee assignments for members of education will be glad to be of
The Renaissance Man" because of his proficiency in a hundred arts on West Point's defense of their ofa 11 honors—we shall have be- of the alumni club and the so any assistance they can to teachand sciences, was painting a picture of a Florentine lady named action in reporting football players and others who desire to regMona Lisa Schultz. "Listen, Mona baby," he said as she struck a ers for breaking the honor code. come what I call ALL-AMERI- ciety to make further plans for ister before September 25, for one
the
weekend.
I.
{>ose for her portrait, "I keep telling you—don't smile. Just relax and Our editorial was reportedly post- CAN! Our success will depena
course or for a full-time load.
ook natural."
largely of the quality of our stuGeneral
program committee
ed on their bulletin board, and dent-faculty adviser - administra- chairman
. "But I'm not smiling," she replied.
will be Lee Parsons, a
we were commended for our un- tion relations. So far, these re- native of Andrews, who is now
"Well, what do you call it?" he said.
"Gee, I don't know," said Mrs. Schultz. "It's just an expression. derstanding of the issues involved.
lations have been excellent at minority clerk for the • Senate
kind of." .
*
Don't make mistakes with the Clemson. So far we have been Banking and Currency Commit"Well, cut it out," said The Renaissance Man.
venom
in
'em,
I
urge
upon
stutee. He will be assisted by Wil"I'll try," she promised.
*
fairly successful.
Opportunities to teach English
And try she did, but without success, for a moment later the artist dent writers, "and I'll stand belard L. Hart, a Clemson graduate
in
the secondary schools of France
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
was saying to her, "Look, Mona kid, I'm not gonna ask you again. tween you and faculty-adminisfrom Washington; Jack Lever,
are open to American graduate
Wipe that silly grin off your face."
tration backlash'. I exhort them
West Columbia; and James A.
students or secondary teachers of
"Honest to goodness, The Renaissance Man," said she to him, "it's to remember that a college newsMixon, Florence.
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
no grin. It's just the way I look."
French, it was announced today
paper expressing opinion, is not
Other
committees
include:
"Well, just stop it," said Leonard testily and turned away to mix
by Kennetn Holland, President of
the property of the staff, but
his pigments.
Finance—David Jennings, AnLocated in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
derson; Lloyd Martin, Seneca; the Institute of International EdWhen he turned back to Mona Lisa and saw the smile still on representative of everything we
ucation, 1 East 67th Street, New
her face, he became so enraged that he seized the nearest object — mean when we say "Clemson Coland Merna Lewis, Columbia.
York
City.
a casava melon, as it happened — and hurled it at her with all his lege".
Publicity—CoL A. J. ThackThe awards, which may comstrength. Showing great presence of mind, she caught the melon and
HOURS:
7 A. M. TIL MIDNIGHT
That printed word is dangerous
ston,
Jr., Orangeburg; Harold
Driver*
licenses
of
increasing
ran with it from the studio until The Renaissance Man's temper when handled carelessly; a powbine foreign study with the teachnumber of reckless, irresponsi- Folk, Colleton County; John C. ing assistant posts, are offered by
should cooL
erful weapon for good if em- ble and law-violating drivers are Lynn, Greenville; Charles Jones,
This was, of course, the first completed forward pass.
WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES!
ployed wisely. That we are en- being _ withdrawn under South Pickens; and Bill Huskey, Spar- the French Government through
its Ministry of Education.
Another date dear to the hearts of all football fans is September 29, trusted with one of the priceless Carolina's improved suspension tanburg.
The awards, which cover mainPublications — Lee Parsons;
1442. It was on this date, according to the eminent historian Sigafoos, possessions of the American way laws, a State Highway Departthat a sixteen year old lad named Christopher Columbus tried out of life when allowed freedom of ment report indicates.
O. B. Allen, Darlington; David
for the football team at Genoa Tech. He failed to make the team the press. That too often the
The Safety Responsibility Law Peebles, Hampton, Va., and Clembecause he was too light (He weighed at that time only 12 pounds.)
ranks
of
top-flight
journalist
and
and
the Point System, both re- son graduate; Bruce Peeling,
And why, you ask, is this date - September 29, 1442 - so dear to
Washington and ..Clemson gradthe hearts of all football fans? Because young Columbus was so publishers contain some who are cently placed in effect, are ac- uate.
unworthy of the trust and guilty counting for many of the suspenheartbroken at not making the team that he ran away to sea. And
Dance tickets—Col. S. T. Mc* r*J £
* naPPen«d» he never would have discovered America. of professional irresponsibility. sions. _ While the Point System reAnd if Columbus hadn't discovered America, the world never would That the college of higher learn- sults in the suspension of driver Dowell, Rock Hill; G. Dean Garhave discovered tobacco. And if the world hadn't discovered tobacco,
ing is the place to teach a sense licenses only, the Safety Respon- ner, Barnwell; Roland Lee, Lanfootball fans never would have discovered Philip Morris - which, as
of value and responsibility, if sibility Act provides for the with- drum; W. E. Pelhan, Clemson
there is such a place, and that an drawal of both driver licenses and graduate from Montgomery, Ala.;
1 d sooner go to a game without my institution whose administration motor vehicle registration plates David Jennings; Lee Parsons;
Merna Lewis; and Flemming Boraccoon coat than without my neat, rich tobacco-brown snap-open
is unwilling to give a well as take under certain conditions.
An August report of the De- mar, Spartanburg.
pack of mild vintage Philip Morris Cigarettes which come in regular
had better steer clear of our plan. art
or king-size at prices young and old can afford. Land's sakesl*
Luncheon—Edgar Morris, PickStudents, like their elders, will P ™ent *ows that 1,266 driving
make mistakes. My only hope is- Prmlegef'were withdrawn during ens; Dr. C. C. Coward, Cheraw;
The end of football in Europe came with the notorious 'Black Sox
«.„+
u I,.
that «
they_—„.,-.-j
may avoid making
themfthe month. Both driver licenses and H. S. McDonnell, Anderson.
Scandal" of 1687, in which Ed Machiavelli, one of the Pisa mob.
Bus transportation — Larry
and motor vehicle plates were suswith
venom
in
'em.
'
paid off the University of Heidelberg Sabres to throw the championpended in 889 cases, registration Reese, Clemson gradaute from
One
of
our
worst
headaches
is
ship game to the Chartres A. and M. Gophers. It was a mortal blow
plates only in 276 cases and driver Virginia; W. E. Summerbell,
to football on the continent.
keeping a capable staff. Students licenses only in 93 cases.
Clemson graduate from WashingBut the game took hold in the American colonies and thrived as it
are allowed to elect their own—
A breakdown of causes for these ton; Henry Leforte, Clemson gradhad never thrived before. Which brings us to another date that
subject,
of
course,
to
faculty
adwithdrawal actions shows that uate from Maryland; and Edgar
remains evergreen m the hearts of football lovers: December 16,177L
viser approval. I try not to re- driving under the influence of in- Morris.
On that date a British packet loaded with tea sailed into Boston
ject any selection. Their judge- toxicants was responsible in 714
narbor. 1 he colonies had long been smarting under the English knur's
Decorations—Cecil R. Dobson,
ment here is often faulty. They cases, the highest number for any Lancaster; J. E. Cudd, Pacolet; R.
tax on tea. "Taxation without representation," they called it and
feelings ran high.
forget the student's academic rec- cause. The Safety Responsibility N. Nicholson, Orangeburg; and
When on December 16,1771, the British ship docked at Boston, a
ord, his immaturity, his preoccu- Act resulted in 397 withdrawals, Sarah Harley.
a
t am eaDe
N
Sw^L F » !
* *£" °npareif Tigers, coached by
pation with other activities. I sel- reckless driving charges in 99
Registration and information—
feamuel (Swifty) Adams, was scrimmaging near the harbor. "Coma
dom go through a year without and the imposition of the Point W. W. Woodson, Central; Maxey
lads,' cried Swifty, seeing the ship. "Let's dump the tea in the ocean!*
seeking replacements at the most System in 39. Miscellaneous vio- Dickson, Darlington; David Kohn,
w ith many a laugh and cheer the Nonpareil Tigers followed Swifty
aboard and proceeded to dump the cargo overboard in a wild, disinopportune time of the year. lations not included in these four Greenville; Mrs. Betty Alexan2
n
abandoned
S^fSiS .m5 i
manner. "Here nowl" called Swifty
Nevertheless, this too has its com- cases resulted in an additional 17 der, Prosperity; Sarah Harley,
P
pensations. The boys are learn- suspensions.
Merna Lewis, Mrs. Hilda Bullard,
SnFof formatio ™ W*7
*** overboar<L Let,« ** into 80me
ing. I am teaching. The business
Charleston, Greenville and Rock Hill; wid. Mrs. William
And that fans, is how the "T* formation was born.
of college publication is to ex- Richland Counties had the highest Hart, Washington.
CBtfju Bxnaift. rM4
periment, innocate. We do just number of driving privilege withDance and jbar—Morrell ThoTU$ eehtmn is brtmffht to yon kg the maker* of PHILIP MORRIS
that. Since the beginning of drawals during August, with 130, mas, Lancaster; Clyde Brown,
*>ho think you would enjoy their cigarette.
World War II, we have not been 108, and 103 respectively. Jafper Myrtle Beachf; and David JenrNe to fill m.^jor p'-'it'ons on the bounty h?d onlv one FUF-en?ion. nings.
that the troops looked like a game. Calm down, stupid, you'll
bunch of Harry high schools at get there if you try.
the game Saturday. When you
—OSCAR SAYS—
get to college the time has come
that Duke Wright, Bob Nott,
to quit sailing people's airplanes.
and some old grads that we have
—OSCAB SAYS—
been trying to get rid of for years
George Bennett had better get were really trying themselves at
the cheering section on the stick the game. How about it, Red Dot
before this weekend. The troops boys?
looked great but the Cannon made
—OSCAR SAYS—
more noise.
that Dave (I'll always be here)
—OSCAR 8AYS—
Moorhead made a real showing at
A. T. Mitchell and brother, Rip the game Saturday, and now we
Folger certainly made spectacles know for certain that we saw
out of themselves. Why don't enough of him in the last 10 years
you two grow up and leave the to last us 10 more.
grandstanding to the Rats?
—OSCAR SAYS—

Afternoon And
Saturday Classes
Lead to Degrees

Gommunity Council Meets
To Discuss Fund Drive

Professor Wray
Receives Degree
At Georgia Tech

On Campus

HOKE SLOANS

WELCOME FRESHMEN

Positions Open To
Teachers For Work

TIGER TAVERN

License Suspension
laws Remove Many
*wm Ow Highways

THE WINNERS FOR NAME OF
BASEMENT

1st—"THE HUDDLE"--Rock Fleming

2nd-"THE END ZOKE"-Boyd Roberts.

3rd-"THE P. & 0. (Purple & Orange CLUB"
Doug Kingsmore

DAN'S

"The Best Hamburgers and Cheeseburgers in Town"

i
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Tigers Top Presbyterian Blue Hose In Opener; 33-0
Football Preview
And Predictions
By Tiger Experts

By LEWIS CROMER
A SEAM STRAIGHTENING
Saturday night, the Tigers straightened the seams of the
P. C. Blue Stockings by a score of 33-0. The game was in
direct contrast to last year's encounter, with clear skies and
a dry field. Dashing Don King, using his aerial, artistry
and baffling ball handling to greatest advantage, uncorked
a lulu to end Scott Jackson on the first Tiger play from
scrimmage. Thus he gave warning to future Tiger foes that
this year the Bengals will be no doormat.
An outmanned, but ever game bunch of Blue Stockings
stayed with the Tigers all the way and the opinion of many
of Presbyterian, look on as an official flips
The first coin is flipped to initiate the 1954 footscribes was that this year's P. C. team is one of the best to
the coin. Presbyterian won the toss and elect*
ball season at Clemson. Captains George, White
come out of Clinton in many moons. Southpaw Harry Ham- and Jackson of Clemson and Blue and
ed to receive. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)
ilton, the Seneca Slingshot, hurled true and hard, though he
was continuously pressed all evening by a fast charging Tiger line and a seemingly airtight backfield. The Tiger first
team backfield looked especially sharp on pass defense Saturday, an asset that was missed sorely last season, especially in the Carolina and Auburn games. The Presbyterian
By Bill Linton
Blue Hose are a game outfit and you can mark my words
Clemson's well manned Tigers showed both power and speed in their opener with the
that they will be heard from this season in Little Four comBlue Hose of Presbyterian College here last Saturday night. P. C. was completely ovpetition.
erwhelmed before the onslaught of the Tiger's two platoon system. Coach Howard's two
JOLTING JOE ON THE LOOSE
platoons consist of two fairly equal units on both offense and defense, a "K" unit, manOne of the bright lights in the Tiger offense, was Joe ned by Don King, and a "B" unit under Charlie Bussey.
The "B" unit was minus the services of Bussey, as he sat out the encounter with a knee
Pagliei, the swiveled hip sensation who scooted for two
injury received in practice. Bussey dressed out for the contest, but Howard was taking
TD's in the Tiger victory, one from 28 yards out and the
no chances on aggravating the injury with the big Georgia contest coming up next week.
other on a backfield 64 yard dash through the entire
Howard gave the fans a double feature in the Saturday son waltzed over for the Tiger Bengals. On the first play from
Hose team on a punt return. Pagliei caught the oval,
night contest.
This "double score. King missed the extra scrimmage for the Tigers King
faked to Don King, his safety twin, and scooted for the
feature" was a pair of fast, point. The score with minute and flipped to Jackson on a 38 scorelusive halfbacks, who shared twenty-five seconds gone was ing yard play.
right sideline. The Tiger warhorse slowed down to get
honors in the scoring column. Clemson 6, P. C, 0.
Clemson kicked off to P. C.
his interference in front of him and eluding three men
Joe Pagliei and Jim Coleman
The valiant Blue Hose failed to once more, P. C. failed to move
had the Tiger cannon booming fold in spite of the early tally. and punted. The Tigers took ovand stiffarming another, reversed his field and picked
as they scored four of the Ti- The Tigers had' to fight for ev- er on their own 27 yard line
up speed. With a phenominal spurt, he broke into the
ger's five markers. The Tigers ery yard gained.
George and Pagliei carried the
this year fire a cannon after
The weather for the game was ball to the midfield in two plays.
clear and had to but to waltz into the land of milk and
every Clemson score.
quite different from last year's Hamilton halted the Tiger drive
honey for the third Tiger touchdown.
The "K" unit played 26 min- wash-out, when the Tigers won 33 - 'ien he intercepted King's sec

Pagliei; Coleman Spearhead Rout;
King And Tigers Stick To Ground

The broken field wizardry reminded one of a hun by the
same Pagliei in last year's encounter with Tech. His mighty effort there set up the Tiger score that put the Tigers into the lead. If Joe can repeat this performance throughout
the season, the Tiger hopes will be greatly strengthened.
ON TO ATHENS
The first real test of the Tigers comes this weekend when
the Howardmen take on Wallace Butt's Bulldogs from the
University of Georgia. The Bulldogs, like the Tigers, have
a young, aggressive team. The Bullpups last season had a
bumper crop of freshman material which greatly aids this
year's varsity cause. Parkes, the Georgia first team quarterback, looked good against Florida State and is attempting to fill the shoes of last year's passing phenomenon, Zeke
Bratkowski, lost by graduation. The Bulldogs, apearing
both sharp and ragged in their attack, unveiled very little
against the F. S. U. team. They, like Clemson, were pointing to this week's encounter.
This game is, perhaps, the most important of the year for
the Tigers. A win over these Bulldogs would fire up the
Bengals and give them the confidence they need and must
have to face this year's potent schedule. To be sure, the
Tigers are going to give it all they've got come Saturday afternoon, and as the old darkey would say, those Bulldogs
will have to "go some" to take our Tigers. The Orange and
Purple squad should be at top strength for the encounter.
Both Charlie Bussey, second string quarterback, and Mark
"Killer' 'Kane, first string guard, are expected to be raring
to go on Saturday. Don King received a knee injury in the
P. C. game but the word is that it is not serious and the
Anderson Antelope will be right in there in the Tiger's
driver seat.

utes and 40 seconds under the direction of Don King. The "B"
unit played 27 minutes and 35
seconds. Don Ross replaced the
injured Bussey at the helm of the
"B" unit. A third team, under
Tommy Williams from Paris, finished the contest. .
The most spectacular run of the
night was a 74 yard punt return
by Joe Pagliei. Joe\ who had
scored earlier on an off tackle
jaunt, picked his way through
the entire Blue Stocking team
behind some accurate blocking
by his Tiger interference.
Jim Ooleman scored both of
the "B" unit's tallies, once from
twenty yards out in the second
quarter, and again from four
yards out in the fourth.
Coach Bill Crutchfield's out
manned Blue Hose put" up a gallant fight, although they were
completely overhadowed by How
ard's big Tigers. The Tigers
scored in less than two minutes
after the opening kick-off.
The
Bengals took possession of the
ball on a P. C. fumble at the Hose
thirty-eight yard line on the
second play of the game. King's
first call at quarterback was for
a long pass to Scott Jackson. King
heaved the oval true and Jack

to 7. In spite of the dry field,
however, there were nineteen
fumbles. The Tigers fumbled
ten times and lost the ball five
times, while P. C. lost four of nine
miscues. Both squads seemed
over-anxious at times, causing
many fumbles.
Harry Hamilton, Presbyterian
southpaw, passer, tried twenty
passes. He completed eight for
a total of _forty-four .yards.
King collected forty-two yards
on two completions out of three
attempts.
Jim Coleman turned in the
rushing performance of the night
with sixty-five yards to his credit. Pagliei had'forty-nine yards,
in addition to his 74 yard punt
return. The Tigers had a total
of 2449 yards rushing. The Tigers led the Hosemen in the first
down department by a count of
13 to 3.
P. C. won the toss. The Blue
Hose chose to receive and Clemson elected to protect the west
goal. King kicked off to Hamilton at the P. C. nine, who returned the ball out to his 31.
Clemson got the first break of
the game when P. C. fumbled on
the first play from scrimmage.
Scott Jackson recovered for the

ond pass on the P. C. 23.
The
teams exchanged punts before
Pagliei brought the boot back 15
yards to midfield. The Tigers
were on their own again.
Pagliei ran for 19 yards to
the P. C. 30 yard line. George
advanced the ball to the 12.
(Continued on Page 5)

*

(Continued on Page 5)

Gene Crocker Promising
Young Football Player
By Jack Bourne
A young man who will play a lot of ball in the next four
years for the Tigers is freshman quarterback Gene Crocker
from Gaffney. While at Gaffney high school, Gene was a
regular for three years on the Indian squad. Gene began
playing football while a sophomore and improved greatly
his junior year.
N

At the end of his senior year
he was named to several high
school All-Amerisan teams. At
Duke over Penn
the conclusion of his high school
North Carolina to beat N. C. football playing he was invited
State
to the Shrine Bowl in Charlotte,
N. C. He played quarterback for
Miami over Furman
the Sand Lappers and led his
Wake Forest over V. P. I.
team to a victory .over the potent Tar Heels.
' Navy over William & Mary
Gene talents were not conGeorgia Tech over Florida
fined solely to the football
Alabama over L. S. U.
fields, however. He also letterMississippi State over Tennes- ed in baseball and basketball.
In his senior year at Gaffney
see
High, he was named All-State

in basketball. Gene's average
in basketball was 23.6 points
per game. During the 1953 football season the Indians flash
scored 86 points for his team.
Coach Covington "Goat" McMillan was very interested in
young Crocker. He talked .to
him several times and finally g
convinced him to attend Clemson. Gene was uncertain at
first, as several schools had ap-*
proached him with scholarships;
Gene finally made a decision to
attend Clemson and he entered
(Continued on Page 5)

SEND IT IN AND

MAKE

Want to pick up $25? Make up a Lucky
Droodle and send it in. It's easy.

If you want to find out just how easy it
is, ask Roger Price, creator of Droodles.
"Very!" Price says. Better yet, do a Droodle
yourself, like the ones shown here.

MAN PLAYING TROMBONE
IN TELEPHONE BOOTH

Anywhere from 5,000 to 10,000 South Carolinians are
expected to attend the fray in addition to a large number of Georgia Clemson fans. The old school should
be well represented. Rumor even has it that there
will be no regular Saturday morning inspection in the
dormitories this (week. This should be a mighty deserted place around two o'clock Saturday afternoon.

Jim Tatum's "quarterback understudy" system has produced another fine quarterback, Boxold. It was Scarbath,
then Falony, and now apparently Boxold, who have led the
Terrapin attack that makes the Old Liners feared throughout Dixie. Whether the Terps can keep up with last year's
pace or not remains to be seen, but they are off to a darn
good start.

Notre Dame vs. Texas—Notre
Dame is rated among the top three
teams in the nation. Guglielmi,
the quarterback, is as good as any
in the nation and the line is heavy
and aggressive. The Longhorns
from Texas cannot be counted out,
however, and our board of experts go out on a limb and defy
the experts by predicting a Texas
victory. It will be close, however.
A point could mean the difference.
OTHER GAMES OF INTEREST

GENE# CROCKER

Got a Lucky Droodle
in your noodle?

i****

Saturday is "G" day for many South Carolinians. Clemson supporters and students are expected to converge on
Athens in great numbers. By Monday, there were only a
"limited number" of Georgia tickets left and plans had been
made to charter several buses to take the troops over Saturday.

The team to beat in the ACC is again Maryland, it seems.
The Terps won their opener against Kentucky this week by
a score of 20-0. Once more the Terrapins have tremendous potential and depth in every position and they once
again demonstrated that form in Lexington that earned
them the title of last year's number one team in the nation.

South Carolina vs. Army—The
Gamecocks will unveil their splitT against a potent Army team led
by AU-American candidate Pete
Vann. It is conceded that this
contest may be closer than it
casually appears. Five of the six
predicters see an Army victory in
the making from between 7 and
28 points.

STUDENTS!

SANDLAPPER INVASION

THOSE TERRIBLE TERRAPINS AGAIN

This football season, we of the
Tiger sports staff are going to
attempt to g?ve you the inside
dope on the coming big football
games on Saturday. Bill Leitner, Bill Linton, Louis Jordan,
Ferrell Prosser, Jack Bourne, and
Lewis Cromer are on this panel
of football experts. We are going to give you our choices of the
winners and the approximated
scores in these contests.
, We will select certain "headline" contests and give reasons for
our choices on these games. In
addition to these, we will select
all other important contests
throughout the nation, and give
you our pregame selections.
Here are this week's headliners:
Clemson vs. Georgia—This is
naturally this week's most important contest to us here at
Clemson. The dopesters have
put their heads together and
come up with the prediction of
a Clemson victory. The vote is
6-0 and the estimated score is
20-7 in favor of Don King and
Co.

Droodle anything you like. And send in
as many as you want. If we select yours,
we'll pay $25 for the right to use it, together
with your name, in our advertising. We're
going to print plenty—and lots that we
don't print will earn $25 awards.
Draw your Droodles any size, on any piece
of paper, and send them with your descriptive titles to Lucky Droodle, P. O. Box 67,
New York 46, N. Y. Be sure your name,
address, college and class are included.
While you're droodling, light up a Lucky
—the cigarette that tastes better because
it's made of fine tobacco . . . and "It's
Toasted" to taste better.

Wheels who qet around
wear an ARROW...Button-Down

DROODLES, Copyright, 1953, by Roger Price
SHIP ARRIVING TOO LATI
TO SAVI DROWNING WITCH

It's the one shirt that says—"You're really
with it." And that campus-classic ... the
Arrow button-down shirt ... is ready in a
solid variety of styles like the traditional
Gordon Dover. With all these perfect-fitting
Arrow shirts, you'll get "button-down correctness" . . . PLUS a lift that gives a man
his individuality. $4.50 in white broadcloth;
white oxford, $5.00—same price in color!

Mm

AHHOlVsmRrs & TIE$
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • CASUAL WEAR

©A.T. Co. PRODUCT OF

FLASH!

"IT'S TOASTED"
to taste better!
AMERICA'S tEADIHG MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES

LUCKIES LEAD AGAIN IN COLLEGES!
Newest, biggest survey of smokers in cojleges from coast to coast, based on
34,440 actual student interviews, shows that students prefer Luckies to all
other brands. Once again, the No. 1 reason: Luckies taste better.
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Clemson Faces Georgia Saturday
Bulldogs Have Depth In
Line, Improved Defense
By Lewi; Cromer
The Clemson Tigers and the Georgia Bulldogs meet Saturday afternoon at Sanford Stadium in Athens. Both teams held their initial encounters this week; hoth racked up victories. The Tigers, by downing their peren nial rivals, the Presbyterian Blue Hose, and
the Bulldogs, by defeating one of the best teams, in the minds of many sports writers, to
come out of Florida State in many years. The Tigers rolled to a 33-0 count over the Hosemen, and the Bulldog-Seminole count was 14-0. Both teams seem greatly improved over
last year's squads.

JOE PAGLIEI

Pagliei Runs, K/cks Well;
Popular Back On Tig Team
By BILL LEITNER
This week's Esquire award goes to Joe Pagliei, jolting
Tiger halfback, who was the big gun in the Tiger offensive
machine in Saturday's encounter with P. C. "Pag" as he is
called at Clemson, has been a valuable asset to the Tiger
backfield for two seasons.
Joe Pagliei is Clairton, Pennsylvania's gift to te Clemson.
Tigers. The. former Clairton
High all-around athlete came to
Tigertown after a brilliant high
school sports career. "Pag" began his sporting adventures as
a halfback on the football team
as a sophomore. He followed
by making the baseball-team
that spring.
His junior year, Joe collected
letters for football, baseball, and
basketball. Joe's final year in
high school was his best as he
switched to fullback and started
developing into the line-crashing
1
runner he is today. He led Clairton to a victory over McKeesport,
their arch rival. On answer to
my question did he consider this
his best high school game he replied, "Yes, I enjoyed it most;
I really wanted to win."
The McKeesport basketball
cotft witnessed "Pag's" exhibition hi running skill and decided
here fyas a good back to follow
Ray Mathews to Clemson from
the Quaker State. The coach,
Neenie Campbell, convinced the
Clemson coaches Joe rated a trial
and they've not been sorry they
listened and looked.
* Pagliei came to Clemson in
1952 as a virtual unknown compared to Don King and Billy
O'Dell who performed for the
varsity. Coach Howard decided
that Joe needed to play every day
to learn the single wing, Clairton
is strictly a "T" formation team,
so he became one of Frosh Coach
; Banks MacFadden's tailbacks. Joe
learned rapidly and well and was
stepping lively by the end of the
season from the first team tailback slot.
Joe did the passing, punting,
and much of the ball carrying for
the Cubs. The "season over, Joe
waited impatiently for spring,
when boom, the N. C. A. A, dump' ed a bomb into his and everyone
> else's lap.
Their decision to go back to
limited substitution really hit Joe
where it hurt. You see, Joe had
been too valuable a winner to
every team he played on to ever
play defense. He had never defended his goal line before the
1953 spring training season opened. Everyone figured this would
just about finish Joe as a possible
regular but about this time Coach
Howard decided to switch to the
split "T".
It was a break and Joe didn't
hesitate to exploit it. He soon
showed the coaches he could
run too well not to warrant special training for defensive purposes. But he was still toogreen to be a sage defensive
risk by the time the short spring
football season ended. Joe's
hopes were up, however, and he
snatched up a glove and put on
baseball spikes to cavort in
Clemson's outfield. He soon
proved he knew both offense
and defense in this game as he
fielded slickly and posted the
second highest batting average,
.354 on the team. People began
to notice the modest Pennsylvaniaan after this and they really
looked up as he began to make
his presence felt on Riggs Field.
When P. C. played here to open
'the season, Joe was a third string
halfback. But he got better in a
hurry and was pushing the regulars by State Fair.time. Still not
too sure of himself on pass* defense, Joe was running too well
1
not to be utilized. In the State
Fair fracas, Coach Howard had
Joe both on offense and defense,
1 and he performed well in both
i roles. His outstanding achievement was a high booming 74 yard
I punt. From that time since, Pagpliei has done the "booting" when
in the game. Coach Howard ele[vated his Yankee sophomore to
[first string for the next, Wake
Forest, game. Joe responded by
scoring Clemson's first touchdown
an 18-0 triumph and played

a bang up offensive game. Georgia Tech was next surprised by
the Pennsylvania Pagliei when he
broke over the right tackle on the
second play of the game and sped
50 yards to set up the lone Tiger
touchdown.
Joe's 185 lbs. helped wreck The
Citadel the next Saturday before
Auburn lowered the boom on our
running game in the season final
The hard driving right half was
established as a genuine first
stringer and also one of the most
popular players when spring
training rolled around. His
friendship, easy going ways, and
wit made him one of the best
liked and best known people on
the campus; a position he still
holds by virtue of his continued
modesty and friendly attitude.
He displayed his "stick-ability"
all spring as he labored over defensive assignments and continued his fine offensive displays.
The labor paid off many fold this
fall.
Joe was at right half on opening day and there he has stayed.
At 222 lbs, 25 lbs. heavier than
his freshman weight, Joe is just
as fast as last year and really
lowers the boom on anyone who
steps into his path.
Last Saturday night he displayed both power and speed as
he scored twice against P. C. He
shook off two men and scampered across from 14 yards out for
Clemson's second TD and later
scored a 74 punt return on which
he dodged and faked the P. C.
team perfectly, Ite he used his
blocking to its utmost.
All night he was a thorn in P
C.'s side, but Joe was most
pleased over the fact that none of
Harry Hamilton's eight completions came in his territory. "The
first time ever,' Joe smiled and
said when I mentioned no passes
were completed over him. But it
won't be the last time, I betcha.

GENE CROCKER
Continued From Page (4)
summer school this past summer in order to get a good start.
Gene is majoring in Chemical
Engineering and plans to attend
Clemson four years.
He reported for the initial
Freshman workouts and has showed up well in the first string
quarterback slot. He has.an excellent passing arm and a cool
head for generalship. If Gene
continues-to show up as well during the regular season as he has
during these freshmen initial
practices, he will certainly put a
lot more in the bite of the Baby
Bengals.
Crocker has a great heart and
as top notch competitor he tries
his best and works hard for the
Tiger Cubs. His own words sum
up his hopes as a Clemson man,
"I am going to work hard to make
the team. I am going to do my
best and give it all I've got, but
I'm going to study, too.'

PROFESSOR KELLY
Continued from Page (1)
by Edwards Brothers of Ann
Arbor, Michigan, with the cost
of printing being borne by the
Claude W. Kress Research
Fund.
A graduate of Clemson, Kelly
received his M. S. degree in
mathematics from the University
of Minnesota and has done further graduate work there. Johnson received his B. A. degree
from Gustavus Adolphus College
and M. A. .degrees from Columbia University and the University of Tennessee. He has also
taken graduate work at George
Peabody College.

The Bulldogs have a young
squad this season. In the Florida State game, the Bulldog line
seemed eager and aggressive to
the eyes of most observers and
scarcely resembled the outfit
from Athens that dropped the last
five games in 1953. The squad is
also strong in depth. Head Coach
Wallace Butts played many men
in the Florida State contest with
only a 7-0 lead.v Tiger Coach
and Scout Bob Smith observes
that this is the greatest number
of men that he has ever seen
Butts play in a single contest and
it apparently shows his reliance
on this year's crop of reserves.
The Georgians have seemingly found a man to take over
Zeke Bratkowski's old position
at quarterback. He is quarterback Jimmy Parker. Parker can
pass, run, and- is a ball hawk
on defense. He runs the Bulldog split-T like a veteran.
This year, the Bulldogs have a
pair of hard-hitting fullbacks,
Bob Clemens and Bobby Garrard, two lettermen from last
year's squad. Both boys played
a bank-up game in the initial encounter and both made consistently long gains. The whole
Georgia backfield is greatly improved from both the standpoint
of power and deception.
In the line the Bulldogs also
show a marked improvement. Joe
O'Malley, returning letterman at
right end, is an impressive pass
receiver and also showed up well
on defense in the Florida State
encounter. Other Bulldog stalwarts in the forward wall include Jimmy Brown at tackle,
Harold Dean Cook at center, who
also played exceptionally well on
defense, backing up the line in
the opening game, and'Tony €ushenberry, a 200 pound guard, who
was a thorn in the Seminole side
throughout the afternoon.
Like the Tigers, the Bulldogs
have a great many sophomores
up on the first and second
elevens. Last year, the Bullpups topped the Baby Tigers by
a score of 13-7 in a hard fought
contest. The game should show
how much these sophomores
have added to both teams.
Tree Tigers will pin their hopes
on the running and passing of
Don King and Charlie Bussey and
the power running of Billy O'Dell
and Joe Pagliei. King was most
impressive in the Tiger victory
Saturday. He demonstrated much
of the form $hat has made him a
preseason choice on the mythical
all-South eleven. Bussey missed
the P. C. encounter with an injured knee and had no contact
work until Monday. His injury is
supposedly completely healed and
he is expected to bear much of
the Tiger's load in Saturday's
contest. O'Dell and Pagliei, who
were bright lights for the Tigers
Saturday, are expected to be oh

hand for heavy duty in the Georgia contest. Buck George will
probably get the starting nod at
halfback, and Jim Coleman, one
of Clemson's above mentioned
sophomores, will also be counted
on. Coleman scored twice in the
opening game on quick opening
plays.
In the Clemson line, Dick DeSimone, and the recovered Mark
Kane will probably start at
guards. DeSimone bolstered the
Tiger defenses in the P. C. tilt and
Kane will make his first appearance in a Tiger uniform, having
been heretofore sidelined with a
gashed leg received in practice.
Mattos and White will be at
tackle and Jackson, who caught
King's first 1954 heave for a
touchdown in Saturday's encounter, will start at the wingman
post along with Walt Laraway.
Coach Howard rates this year's
team as being improved from
their opening showing against P.
C. Coach Smith, however, flatly
states that the Tigers will have
to play better ball against Georgia than they did against P. C.
to earn a victory.
A battle of split T's, a battle of
quarterbacks, and a battle of
sophomores looms in the offing.
Both squads need this victory and
both team's seasons could well be
decided in Saturday's game.
A capacity crowd is expected

to attend the game, with a
large percentage coming from
South Carolina.
Two buses
have been chartered
from
Clemson to carry students and
the Georgia and Clemson Athletic Associations announce that
tickets have sold well for the
game.
PROBABLE CLEMSON
STARTING LINEUP ■
Left end—Scott Jackson.
Left tackle—Clyde White
Left guard—Mark Kane
Center—Hamp Hunter
Right guard—Dick DeSimone
Right end—Scott Jackson
Quarterback—Don King.
Left halfback—Buck George
-Right halfback—Joe Pagliei
Fullback—Billy O'Dell.

Students Invited
To Join Army
Reserve Unit

Frosh Prepare For
Opening Game With
N. C. Stale Freshmen
The Tiger Cubs opened the
1954 freshman football season
Friday night against the N. C.
State Baby Wolf Pack at Raleigh,
N. C. Coach Banks McFadden
has not yet indicated who his
starters will be, but he has alternated his forty nine candidates
into three strong units. A good
choice to head up his starting
lineup is Gene Crocker, All-State
quarterback from Gaffney. Jerry
Atkins, of Marion, N. C, and Bill
Barbary, of Taylors will be closa
at his heels.
Running at the halfback post
will be Jim Strange and Bob
Wright. Strange, a Columbia native, started at Camden Military
Academy last season, where ha
scored. 35 touchdowns. Wright,
an ex G. I., is a Belton native and
a cousin of another Anderson
County boy who is a pretty good .
football player, Don King.
These two boys will be hard
pushed by Fletcher Carter of
Charleston, All-Greater, Washington, D. C, and Bill Rogers of
Mullins, brother of Shot Rogers
of varsity fame. Top fullback
"Rats" scramble for the flagpole at the pep meeting held last
candidate is Joe Stas, 195 pounds
Thursday night prior to the Presbyterian football game. This
from Whitney, Pa. Chief compepep meeting was one of the largest ever witnessed at the Clemtition 'will come from big Jim
son amphitheater. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey).
Padgett, of Trenton, 6-2 and 220
pounds.
The ends are headed up by
transplanted halfbacks Billy
Breedlove, former fullback flash
at Abbeville, and Bill Few from
last year's unbeatn Rock Hill
tam. Wyatt Cox of Atlanta, and
Don Hndricks, of Wilmington,
By Louis Jordan
should also see plenty of action.
The tackles are Johnny ThompAround six-thirty on Thurs- few yells, George announced that
Continued on Page (6)
day night of last week, the Clem- the rally had the largest attend-]
ance of all the rallies that he had
son Band began their march to- attended while at Clemson. Coach
ward the quadrangle of the new Howard was called from the
barracks. Just as they reached midst of the troops to introduce
(The Country Gentlemen'! Theatre)
the center of the parade ground, the 'coaches on his staff and the
Clemson, South Carolina
varsity
football
team.
Don
King
Billy Alford, the drum major,
was asked to say a few words in
Phone 6011
gave the signal for the "Tiger behalf of his teammates.
King
Rag" and all of the freshmen be- said that he was sure that the
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
gan a mad scramble for the cadets would turn out for other
September 24 - 25
flagpole. Part of the cheerlead- pep meetings after the Tigers win
ers had to follow the "rats" to the first two or three games.
"DEMETRIUS AND
get them to come to the pep rally Coach Howard also called the
THE GLADIATORS"
in the amphitheatre, instead of four co-captains to ,say a few
demolishing the standard bearer. words.
Mark "Killer" Kane, It begins where "THE ROBE"
After the rats were settled and Scott Jackson, Buck George, and
left off ... in
the band got to the amphitheater, Clyde White all agreed with Don
CinemaScope
George Bennett, head cheerlead- in that the troops will certainly
and
er, led the troops in some yells be behind the Tigers as the seafor the Clemson Tigers. After a. son progresses. After all the inTechnicolor
troductions by Howard, Bennett
Starring Victor Mature and
With four minutes left in the introduced Jim Humphries, EdSusan Hayward
half, Howard's third team came die Andrews, and Powers Mcinto the ball game. Before time Elveen as junior cheerleaders
ran out the Hose had two penalty along with Les McCraw, John MONDAY AND TUESDAY
September 27 - 28
first downs, moving into Tiger Duffie and Jimmy Jones were
territory. As the seconds ticked introduced as sophomores, and
James Mason and Janet Leigh
away, P. C. threatened from 15 Fletcher Smoak as the freshman
starting in
yards out. They mailed to score cheerleader.
"PRINCE
VALIANT"
as time ran out and the half end
The Clemson band played a
ed.
CinemaScope
great part in the$ success of the
and
The first team played most of pep rally as it does at the ball
the third quarter. Pagliei's 74 games and all of the activity peTechnicolor
yard dash was the only Tiger riods. Clemson is proud of her
Plus
score however. Paredes added band and its director, Mr. Robert
COLOR CARTOON
the extra point and the count E. Lovett. The Alma Mater was
sung accompanied by the band,
stood 26 to 0.
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
The "B" unit came in with on after which "Tiger Rag" was
September 29 - 30
played.
Again
the
"rats!'
ran
for
ly thirty seconds left in the
the
flagpole.
"BETRAYED"
quarter, and lasted most of the
All in all, this was a very sucfinal period. The last touchdown
Starring Clark Gable, Land
drive started on P .C.'s 31, when cessful pep rally. The true ClemTurner, Victor Mature
Inabinett recovered a Bobby son spirit was definitely present
for
this
demonstration.
Let's
all
Co-Starring
Louis Calhern
Jackson fumble. Jim Coleman
In Color
went 17 yards to the P. C. 8. Wells turn out for the following rallies
wheeled off 4 yards and Coleman and trail the Tigers through a
PLUS LATEST NEWS
went over from there. Paredes very successful season.
again kicked the point. Final
score: Clemson 33, P. C. 0.

Pep Meeting One
Of Largest Ever

Students interested in joining
an Army Reserve Unit at Clemson are invited to attend the
meetings of the 323rd Infanry
Regiment on Monday and Tuesday, September 27 and 28. •
The 323rd Infantry has units in
Greenville, Anderson and Columbia, with headquarters at Clemson. There are openings in headquarters, service, mortar, and
tank companies at Clemson for
all ranks through the grade of
first lieutenant.
All meetings are held at seventhirty in the evening at the ArmClemson's rifle team, tradi- ory on the Seneca Highway.
tionally one of the top ranking organizations of its kind in the
country is seeking candidates for P. C. GAME
its 1954-55 team. Tryouts are to
Continued From Page (4)
be held soon on the outdoor range Pagliei took a pitchout from
for all interested students. Firing King and went over standing
will be done with new .22 calibre up. Chet Parades kicked the
rifles.
first Tiger extrar point. At 12:10
Several teams are open to all in the first quarter it was 13-0.
categories of students. Any regGeorge Blue picked up P. C.'s
ularly enrolled student may qualify for membership on the var- initial first down when he ran
sity team, according to Master for 17 yards to the Clemson 49
Sergeant Richard B. Gilland, I* was the first time that the
team coach. Army ROTC cadets Hose had been in Tiger territory.
are eligible for the army rifle The Clemson "B" unit-halted the
team and Air Force ROTC cadets drive and Hamilton was forced to
may fill vacancies for the Air punt.
Wells returned his kick 7 yards
Force team.
Those desiring more detailed from the Tiger 23, but a clipping
information are urged to contact penalty put the Bengals back to
Sergeant Gilland in the instruc- their 8. A 92 yard drive began
with Don Ross directing proceed
tors' office, physics building.
Plans are being made for in- ings. Joe Wells, Jim Coleman.
tramural matches to be held in and Crimmims Hankington took
the near future to promote in- turns tearing up the turf. They
terest in this excellent sport. La- drove for 44 straight first downs
ter, the team will travel to uni- to the P. C. 29. Wells knocked
versities in this vicinity for com- off 9 yards to the P. C. 20. Colepetition prior to entry into na- man slipped through the right
tional meets. Members of the side of the line for the tally. Pateam are awarded minor C let- redes missed the extra point try.
The Tigers led 19 to 0.
ters.
On the next kickoff the Tigers
recovered a fumble at the P. C.
24. The Blue Stockings failed to
yield and took over at their 19.
Continued From Page (4)
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS FOR P. C. GAME
FIRST IMPRESSIONS ARE IMPORTANT
I was among the estimated 18,000 persons who watched
Rushing
Passing
Plays Net
Att. Com. Gain
the P. C. game Saturday night and I formed several imColeman
8
65
0
0
pressions of the Tiger team. It seems to me that one of the King
2
2
42
10
7
0
0
49
greatest team improvements was overlooked in preseason Pagliei
Hankinson
7
49
0
0
dope. That improvement is in the Tiger forward wall. The George
4
34
0
0
10
0
34
0
line is big, fast and aggressive. Their performance against Wells
Griffith
2
13
0
0
P. C. reminds one of the Gator Bowl line of '48. The Tiger Ross
6
0
11
0
2
-6
stalwarts went through the Blue. Hose line like water O'Dell
0
0
Whitten
2
0
0
1
through a sieve. Hamilton was as busy as a one-armed Williams
0
0
1
—7
paperhanger with the seven year's itch in throwing his
Totals
51
42
265
2

Invitations Are
Issued For Army/
Air Force Teams

TRAILING THE TIGER

passes. The functioning of the forward wall can be an asset to any team.
"improvement number two is the Tiger's pass defense.
Hamilton failed to complete a single long heave all evening and his receivers were consistently being mauled by the
Tiger secondary on the short ones. It is obvious that this
was one of the Tiger's- greatest weaknesses last season.
Improvement number three is, as was expected, the great
depth in all positions. Howard played three teams and all
three showed up very well. It is hard for such men as Jim
Coleman, Dick Marazza and B. C. Inabinet to take a back
seat to anyone. The potent Tiger reserves should pay great
dividends to Howard this year.
Improvement number four is a set of speedy, shifty halfbacks. This is a necessity for the split-T..
The Tigers
have three full shifts of halfbacks who can zip into the
opponent's secondary like a flash on quick opening plays
and crossbucks. Joel Wells, Jim Coleman, Pagliei, and
George appeared especially brilliant throughout the P. C.
encounter.
Overall, the Tigers could have a great season this year.
Their improvements will aid them greatly, but neither we,
nor the Tigers can afford to look backward at past performances.
Ahead lies a rugged schedule and one bad afternoon can
completely change the course of a season. Nevertheless,
when one sees a heavy, aggressive line, a speedy, shifty
bSickfild, and one of the greatest quarterbacks in the land
at the controls, he cannot help but be optimistic.

CLEMSON THEATRE

Totals
Plays Gain
65
8
52
5
49
7
49
7
4
34
34
10
13
2
7
11
2
6
2
1
—7
2
307
56

RICHFIELD GASOLINE
2c DISCOUNT PER
GALLON

RICHFIELD OIL AND TIRES
SEE US FOR ALL OF YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!

GENE'S
SERVICE STATION

for smoother, easier,
faster writing
..
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THE TIGER — "He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Thursday, September 23, 1954

Candidates For
Rhodes Scholarships
Will Be Selected

We've Got To Face
It, We Are Back

By Pick Collins
Selections of recipients of
After a long and pleasant sum ing used outside added to the
Rhodes Scholarships will be held
in all states in December, 1954.
mer for some boys a long and record being played. For another
Candidates selected will enter Oxdull summer for others, or a boy, the progress in the building
ford in October, 1955.
"long-lost" summer for a few of program was much too slow. UpEligible candidates must be
us
we find ourselves back at on finding that his bed was missmale citizens of the United States
Clemson for another year of ing from his new room, he slept
with at least five years domicile
school, or something. After be- between two chairs so that he'
and must be unmarried. The age
ing here for several days it sud- could write home and tell his
limit is between the ages of ninedenly dawns upon us that we are
teen and twenty-five, but a candi
back. It probably hits most of us folks he was living in the new
date who would . otherwise be
hardest when we realize that we dormitory.
older may deduct time spent in
won't be able to "Shake, Rattle
active service of the Armed
Among the first big events that
The partly completed office building of the
agricultural plant will be one of the finest in the
and Roll' at the beach for nine
Forces of the U. S. A. from his
new Agricultural unit at Clemson moves on toworld. (Photo by Jark Trimmier.)
long months or sleep through take place after we return to
actual age if this time is at least
ward completion. The multi-million dollar agdinner and not cut a class for that school are pep allies and football
90 days served since June 27,
length of time. We just have to games. Being loyal supporters of
1950. A candidate must have
face the hard, cold facts, no mat- athletic events, we attend each
completed at least his sophomore
ter how bad they seem. WE ARE
year by time of application and
of these with great enthusiasm.
BACK!
receive official endorsement from
We cheer and shout with all our
his college or university.
There are a lot-of adjustments might. The team plays a good
Cecil Rhodes specified in his
we have to make in returning to
will certain qualities as forming
school after our vacation. Some game and we are all happy. Then,
the basis of selection of scholars.
examples are getting up at six- unfortunately, Monday rolls
The
Converse
Canterbury
Club
Literary and scholastic ability and
Technicians and technologists who use cotton fiber testthirty in the morning, breathing around. We attend our Public
will
be
host
to
Clemson
on
Friday
attainments, qualities of manhood, ing equipment will gather here September 29-3(1 and swap
this new type of air (50% dust
night, September 24, in Spartan- and 40% air. The other 10% is a Speaking- and English class only
truthfulness, courage, devotion to
duty, sympathy, kindliness, un- experiences in using laboratory data in evaluating cotton burg. Converse is to serve a sup- secret ingredient that cannot be to receive an "F" because we are
selfishness^ fellowship, and exhi- quality.
per, followed by dancing, singing mentioned), eating three meals too hoarse to recite. But we do
bition of moral force of character
a day, living off the kind of love have spirit.
The two-day technical program' "
and games.
and of instincts to lead and to has been arranged in conjunction Coat Fragments, an Element of
you can get from a letter, and
take an interest in his fellows are with an "open house" at the Cot- Cotton Quality," Dr. Norma
Finally, we get into the swing
Cars will leave from the Episco- many others. But we, the men of
among these qualities.
ton . Fiber Testing Laboratory Pearson, Division of Cotton pal Church on Friday afternoon Clemson are the type that can ad- of things while the thing swings
Another is physical vigor, as maintained at Clemson College by Fiber, USDA, Clemson, and at 5:30, going to Spartanburg. just ourselves to any type situa- into a few of us. Every thing
shown by fondness for and suc- the American Cotton Manufactur- "The Microscope and the Cottion. It takes a real man to live seems brighter after a few days
cess in sports, although the most ers Institute.
ton Mill," Mis? Mary L. Rob- Any Episcopal student desiring to two weeks on seventy-five ..cents, have passed. We all still have a
go • will have to obtain a permit
important requirement for a
or seem rested and relaxed on few unsolved problems but there
Laboratory men in the various bins, Southern Regional ReRhodes Scholarship is some defi- segments of the cotton industry search Laboratory, New Or- signed by the Episcopal minister. four hours of sleep. WE -ARE aren't many in this group that ten
nite quality of distinction, wheth- and from government research leans.
Any student who has a car is THE MEN OF CLEMSON.
dollars and a date with our best
er in intellect or character. The units, as well as the people who
Equipment manufacturers to be asked to bring it for the trip.
The first thing that most of us "gal" wouldn't solve. Some boys
selection committee will insist up- manufacture, service and sell the represented include: Alfred Suter
All Episcopalian students are noticed when we got back to think its a bad life we lead at
on this.
fiber testing equipment, will par- Company, manufacturers of the
Clemson but in reality we have it
The Rhodes Scholarship is ticipate in the discussion.
Suter Webb Duplex Cotton Fiber reminded that Sunday School school was the great amount of pretty good. Bad or good, we're
valued at 600 pounds per year.
Sorter; Special Instruments Lab- starts at ten o'clock each Sunday progress that was made in the back just the same, so why not
John T, Wigington, director oratory, makers of the Fibrograph
construction program- during the
Scholars qualifying under the G.
I. Bill of Rights or other military of the ACMI's division of tech- and Arealometer; The Sheffield morning. The class is held in the summer. A certain junior'didn't make the most of it?
funds may expect the same bene- nical service here, said the Corporation, Micronaire; Bausch living room of the minister's realize how much progress had
STOP AT
fits at Oxford as at any American agenda would' include not only & Lomb Optical Company, mi- home. The Rev. Robert Oliveros been made until he* found himUniversity. No restriction is a discussion of fiber testing re- croscope.
is at present teaching a course self walking in freshly poured cesults
in
each
industry
segment,.
Also, Roller-Smith Company, on the four Gospels from a col- ment. Another cadet didn't noplaced upon a Rhodes Scholar's
but also ways and means of efprecision balances; The Exact
tice too much of the construction For Sandwiches and Shakes
choice of studies.
A candidate who wishes to ap- fecting economics in raw cot- Weight Scale Company, Shadow- lege level. To date he has gone going on until he turned on his
graph Scale; Joseph M. Doe- through the history of the Bible radio and saw how much the Open til Midnight nightly
ply may do so in the state in ton purchases and also in imbrich, Pressley Flat Dundle leading to the New Testament.
boogie beat of the air hammer bewhich he resides or in which he proved processing techniques.
The program, he added, has Fiber Tester; Custom Scientific
may have received at least two
years of his college education. been designed to interest labora- Instruments, Inc., Mechanical
Applications must be in the hands tory technologists, cotton classers Cotton Blender; The Uster Corof the secretary pf the state com-' and buyers, as well as cotton mill poration, sales representatives
for the Fibrograph and Arealmittee not later than October 30, overseers and superintendents.
Dr. J. W. Neely, vice-president ometer, and Clemson Textile
1954. The names and addresses
of the secretaries of state commit- and director of plant breeding, School, the Clemson Strength
tees of selection are printed in Coker's Pedigreed Seed Company, Tester.
Mr. Wigington announced that
the memorandum of Regulations. Hartsville, S. C, will discuss "The
This, along with other informa- Plant Breeders' Use of Cotton hotel reservations should be made
tion, may be obtained from Dean Fiber Results in Their Research", through the ACMI's Division of
and Dr. Earl E. Berkley, ACCO Technical Service, Box 151, ClemF. M. Kinard, 28 Main.
Fiber and Spinning Laboratory, son, S. C, not later than Sept. 22.
Houston, Texas, will report on
"Cotton Merchants' Adoption of
Cotton Fiber Testing in the Promotion and Sales of Cotton to
Textile Plants."
Mr. Thomas F. Ballentine ol
The subject of a paper by
The School of Engineering of Blake Lane, in charge of fiber Blythewood, South Carolina, re
CHECKS CASHED FREE OF CHARGE^
Clemson College is being repre- testing at West Point Manufac- turns to the Clemson College
/
sented at the current New York turing Company, Shawmut, Ala., School of Textiles as professor of
meeting of the American Chem- is "The Use of Cotton Fiber knitting in the absence of Mr. T
* * *
ical Society by Professor E. F. Testing Results in Improving D. Efland who is working on his
Masters
Degree
at
the
Georgia
Byars, who will participate in a Spinning Performances."
Tech.
symposia on The Use of PlasJ. M. Cook, in charge of the
Mr. Ballentine attended Blythetics in Engineering.
Professor Byars, who.is a mem- Clemson Laboratory, Standards wood high school and entered
ber of The Department of Me- and Testing, Cotton Division, Clemson in February of 1950
chanics and Hydraulics, will re- USDA-AMS, is on the program where he received his B.S. degree
port on the results of a series of for a talk on "Opportunities Af in textile manufacturing under
structural and strength tests made forded Cotton Manufacturers the knitting option in 1954. ]
on an experimental truss con- Through the Use of the Cotton also received his commission at
structed of ' a plastic reinforced Fiber and Spinning Test Results a second lieutenant in the Quaras Published by USDA."
termaster Corps.
with parallel glass fibers.
While ' a student at Clemson
The tests showed that although "The Importance of Cotton Fi
the experimental truss did not ber Testing in the Marketing of Mr. Ballentine was a member o;
compare favorably with a steel Cotton" is the subject to be pre the National . Textile Manufactruss, on the basis of the strength sented by Joel Hembree, Cotton turer's Society and the Senior
to weight ratio, glass fiber rein- Marketing Research, University Platoon.
forced plastic is superior to some of Texas, Austin, Tex., and George
of the more common metallic Pfeiffenberger, National Cotton
Council, Memphis, Tenn., will talk
structural materials.
Professor Byars' work is typical on "Cotton Fiber Testing Pays
of the modern trend toward more Off in Cotton Research, Cotton
and closer cooperation between Manufacturing and in Promotionscience and engineering, in this al Work."
Other cotton technologists and
case Chemistry and Civil Engitheir subjects include "Seed
neering.

Clemson Canterbury
Cotton Fiber Testing Club Will Visit
Men To Meet Here Converse College

The production staff of the Little Theater goes to work on
scenery. Producing and maintaining props and stage material
is just one of the jobs to be done in producing a good play.

Little Theater Begins
Ticket Drive Next Week
By Pete Peck
The Clemson Little Theater, whose productions are becoming more popular every year, is in high hopes of making
the coming year the best in its history. The many improvements around the campus, and the increased enrollment in
the college will help to make this aim possible as the organization can look forward to a larger attendance at their
performances.
Although the group as it now
exists came into being only a few
years ago, it has already done
much experimenting and has utilized many sound and original
ideas.
In 1947, the Clemson Little
Theater was organized at the insistence of a group of interested
students who found a willing and
able hand in the form of faculty
members and prominent townspeople. Since that time, • many
current productions have been
given to delight the crowds which
become larger at each performance.
Among the more popular
plays which have been given
are such hits as "Arsenic and
Old Lace," "Blythe Spirit,'
"Our Town," "The Glass Menagerie," "The Little Foxes,"
"Born Yesterday," "The Moon
Is Blue," and "Harvey."
In 1951, an experimental theater in the round was attempted.
Amateur electricians, both student and faculty, got to work and
thought up a rig by which the
whole lighting system could be
hooked up and raised to any desirable height through a system
of wires and pulleys which would
fascinate the most competent of
electricians. The system has been
used several times since then and
has always proved both convenient and reliable.
Each year new trends and new
faces have brought more ambitious attempts to be tried. The
presentation of "Don Juan in
Hell," the last production of last
year, was by far the most ambitious job ever to be presented by
the group. As the play was a reading requiring few props, it created
a demanding responsibility on the
part of the performers as they had
to hold the audience's attention
at all times. Needless to say, the
play was a very big success, and
was the topic of theater-goers for
many weeks afterwards.
This year the production staff
Is going to attempt to bring
some of the better-known plays
of last season tc Clemson. At
the present time, readings are
being held in the Episcopal
Parish House for the next production, which is to be "The"
Mad Woman of ChaiUot" and is
to be directed by Mrs. Jan
Gates, who has come to be
known as one of the better amateur directors in the area.
The play, which is a French
comedy with a very different

FROSH PREPARE
son, of Orlando, rated the best
line prospect in the state, and Jack
Bush, All-City choice in Atlanta
last season. These boys will be
backed up by Lamar Cleghorn a
230 pound, 6-4 native of Griffin,
Georgia, Charlie Lucas, 245 pound,
6-3 from High Point, N. C, and
Kenneth Pace, 225 pound, 6-2, of
N. Charleston.
At guard, number one choices
are Bob Giles, 190 pound, 5-10,
All-Stater from Charleston, and
Jim McCanless, 210 pound, 6-1,
from Asheville, N. C. Len Tobias and John Grdjian, imports
from Manito and Rillton, Pennsylvania respectively, will relieve
the guards.
The number one center at the
moment seems to be Billy Neely
from Rock Hill. He is being hard
pressed by Talley Wright of High
Point and Jack Steinbucher high
school Ail-American of Huntington, W. Va.
Coach McFadden will run his
charges from the straight T and
the split T using the same plays
as the varsity. N. C. State's
offensive array is a deep dark
secret but they will probably
or run from the single wing or
the T formation. Nothing is
known as to their strength, but
the Cub line, averaging 200
pounds, and the fleet, versatile
I feacfcfields should give a good

twist, has a large cast and it is
hoped that it will present an opportunity for many aspiring actors and actresses. The performance is scheduled for the month
of October, although no definite
date has been set as yet.
Next week, the Little Theater
will have a ticket drive with
members of the Alpha Psi
Omega, national dramatics fraternity, acting as salesmen They
will sell tickets in the barracks' area on the nights of
September 28 and 29. Student
tickets sell for one dollar, and
adult tickets for two "dollars.
Each ticket entitles the holder
to membership in the organization and admittance to all of the
performances for the current
season.
We are hoping to see all interested people, whether students
or faculty members or townspeople, at our meetings and hope too
that you will take an active part
in our productions. It is a wonderful opportunity to meet new
friends while doing interesting
work, and at the same time enjoying informal .gatherings.
The Tiger will continue to
carry all current news of interest
to theater-goers, including meetings of the, organization and dates
of coming productions.

PAT'S PLACE

BE SURE TO VISIT YOUR OFFICIAL
COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY
STORE FOR ALL OF YOUR
SCHOOL NEEDS!

Professor Byers
Attends Chemical
Society Meeting

Ballentine Named
To Textile School

Clemson Book Store

FOR MAGAZINES, TOILET ARTICLES,
SODAS AND SUNDRIES... ITS THE

L. C. Martin Drug Co.

"Y" TO BEGIN

DAVE MORRIS
SENIOR OF
THE WEEK
(Editor's note: This is the first
in a series of features on outstanding seniors at Clemson).
Senior Personality for this
week is Dave Morris, a civil engineering major from Shelby, N.
C. Most students know Dave as
their cadet colonel this year.
During his junior year he was
a class representative, a member
of the Executive Sergeants Club,
assistant leader in the Pershing
Rifles, and vice-president of The
Society of American Military Engineers.
He also won the Junior Award
of Merit given by this society.

Continued from Page (1)
most every Christian organization
interested in developing a spirit
of Christian cooperation and good
will among Christians throughout
the world, especially among college students.
Fifty cents will be added to
the Building Fund. ..This is for
the construction of new and
better YMCA facilities for the
use of present and future students.
The YMCA has long carried out
a program of developing the
minds, spirits, and bodies of
Clemson students. Contributions
to the YMCA fund will enable the
Y" to'" continue its work both
here at Clemson and throughout
the world.
gineering major of Greenville;
Frank Anderson, arts and science
major of Clemson; Eugene Salter,
civil engineering major of Walterboro; Bill Richardson, textile
engineering major of Greenville,
and Roger Yike, arts and science
major of Athens, Ga.

PIN-COLLAR
SHIRTS

$3.50
FOOTBALL
WINNER:
JOE PAGLIEI

ESQUIRE
"Shops For Men"
Clemson • - Greenville

You'll

(and now's a great time to buy one!)

HALES

This year Dave is a member
of Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood, Scabbard and Blade, and
The American Society of Civil
Engineers. He .is ..also vicepresident of the Senior Class
and leader of the Senior Platoon.
After graduation Dave expects
to be commissioned in the Corps
of Engineers. Later he plans to
work in construction. When asked of his pastimes, he mentioned
water skiing and chess as favorites.

Registered Jewelers • * American Gem Society

account of themselves. In case
more beef is needed, Coach
McFadden can call on his number two line which averages
208 pounds from end to end.

North Main at Calhoun
ANDE-SON, S. C.

"Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants Since 1856"
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA

LARRY'S
Across From Bumming Line
TIGERS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!
WE SPECIALIZE IN SANDWICHES

be glad you bought a Chevrolet

You'll slay proud
of Chevrolet's lasting good looks
You won't find another low-priced
car with the look of quality you see
in Chevrolet. And if you like Chevrolet's looks now, you'll like its looks
always.
You'll enjoy exclusive features
for finer motoring
Body by Fisher—the highest-compression power of any leading lowpriced car—the biggest brakes, the
only full-length box-girder frame

and the only Unitized Knee-Action
ride in the low-price field. They're
all yours in Chevrolet!
You save when you buy
and when you trade
Even so, Chevrolet is priced below
all other lines of cars. And at tradein time, you'll be ahead again from
- Chevrolet's traditionally higher resale value.
You'll get a special deal right now
Right now, we're in a position to
give you the deal of the year on a

new Chevrolet. Come in and let ua
show you how much you'll gain hy
buying now!
Now's the time to buy)
Get our big deal! Enjoy a new . . .

Chevrolet
YEAR AFTER YEAR, MORE
PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS
THAN ANY OTHER C^.l

